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Abstract
Luminescence is the process of light emission by luminescent materials. In recent years, the
development of luminescent materials gained a lot of attention due to their promising applications in
various fields such as electroluminescent devices including organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs),
organic field effect transistors (OFETs), sensors, and so on. However, these luminescent materials
were suffered from the fluorescence quenching in their solid state. The conventional luminophores
shows stronger light emission in the solution state and emission becomes weaker in the condensed
phase i.e. in thin solid films or aggregate state. Simply, the light emissions of these traditional
molecules were suffered from aggregation of molecules. This process of fluorescence quenching was
referred as Aggregation Caused Quenching (ACQ). The ACQ effect of many luminogens was creating
obstacles for these luminophores while applying in the real-world applications in solid state or
aqueous phase, as they show aggregation in these phases. Multiple processes have been discovered
including physical, chemical and engineering attempts to alleviate the problem of fluorescence
quenching upon aggregation however only limited success was achieved. The development of such
luminogen which will be able to show the enhanced emission upon aggregation and in the solid state
was suggested the solution for emission quenching effect (ACQ) of common luminogens.
Later, in 2001, the phenomenon of Aggregation Induced Emission (AIE) was reported by Tang group
which is exactly opposite to the earlier ACQ effect. In this AIE process, the luminophores showed
enhanced emission in the solid and aggregate state and their emission is reduced in the dilute solution
studies. The 1,1,2,3,4,5-hexaphenyl-1H-silole (HPS) molecule is the first AIE gen discovered which
showed turn “off” and “on” emission in the solution and solid state. It was found that the restriction
of intramolecular motions including rotations and vibrations causes the molecule to be emissive in the
aggregate state. The invention of AIE and understanding of its mechanism plays positive role in
presenting a new platform to investigate the functionally useful luminescent materials for real world
applications. The variety of luminogens (AIEgens) with high emission efficiency (quantum yield) in the
condensed phase have been developed and becomes the promising candidates for many
technological applications such as fluorescent sensors, OLEDs, solid lasers, fluorescence gels, biomarkers, etc.
Among these AIEgens, Tetraphenylethylene (TPE) and its derivatives are extensively studied and have
gained tremendous attention due to its characteristics features as compared to the rest of AIEgens.
TPE is easy to synthesize, shows bright emission in the solid state and non-emissive in the solution. It
has very simple, stable molecular structure and is readily accessible for structural modification.
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Moreover, it gives high quantum efficiency, also useful for solving the problem of ACQ effect of many
common luminogen and behaves as mechanochromic luminescent material in the solid state.
Considering all factors in mind, many AIE active TPE luminogens have been introduced for multiple
applications such as chemo sensors, bio-probes, solid-state emitters, luminescent gel, etc. In this body
of work, the synthesis of several aggregations induced emission macro-molecules especially
tetraphenylethylene derivatives, their properties and various supramolecular applications such as pH
sensors, multifunctional mechanochromic luminescent probe, artificial light harvesting antenna, an
AIE activity of the sterically hindered system, AIE active NDIs and BHJ solar cells, have been presented.
TPE derivatives have been employed as fluorescent sensors for detection of metal ions such as Cu2+,
Hg2+, Ag+, Cr3+, Al3+ and so on. However, a TPE based reversible fluorescent pH sensor for a solution
and live cells is rarely reported. The synthesis of TPE-pyridyl derivative and its utilization for pH
detection in the solution and live cells were investigated. This derivative undergoes protonation in
acidic medium and deprotonation in the basic medium which makes it a reversible probe as pH sensor.
The process of reversibility of protonation and deprotonation process in a different medium is
confirmed by a colour change, UV-Vis, fluorescence study and self-assembly of protonated and
unprotonated species. After treating this dye in PC-3 cells, cells showed green fluorescence at acidic
pH and blue at neutral and basic pH. Furthermore, the substituted derivative of Py-TPE salt has been
shown the mechanochromism property in the solid state. When it was used for cellular imaging, DNA
marking and cell-cycle analysis, it showed better results/performance as compared to commercially
available and commonly used dyes.
Photosynthesis is the vital process in plants which involves the production of chemical energy from
CO2 and H2O in the presence of sunlight where LH2 complex plays an important role as it involves in
the absorption, storage and transfer of light energy to the reaction centre. This natural harvesting
complex has commonly explored the model in making artificial light harvesting systems where
porphyrins are arranged in the ring of turbines and involves in the light transportation process. Taking
advantage, the next derivative has been designed to mimic the nature using TPE and porphyrin,
synthesized and utilised as an artificial light harvesting antenna. The SEM and TEM results confirm the
formation of ring shaped morphology reminiscent with LH2 complex and time resolved absorption
spectroscopy results confirm the absorption and energy transfer process by the derivative.
So far, the developed AIE active derivatives are simple in structure, however, the AIE activity in the
stearically hindered system is rarely reported. Moreover, the AIEgens with mechanochromic
properties is extensively studied and widely shown the application in smart materials such as security
xi

papers, storage device, etc. However, very few TPE based derivatives have shown the
mechanochromism behaviour. The HTCA, a stearically hindered AIEgen have been developed and its
AIE activity, mechanochromic properties are investigated. This derivative is highly luminescent in the
aggregate state, and its mechanochromic properties make it a promising candidate for smart materials
applications.
The well-known naphthalene diimide (NDI) is extensively studied and widely gained attention due to
its electro-optical properties and applications in the numerous field. However, it severely suffered
from luminescence quenching in the solid state which results in the limitation of application of NDI
derivatives as luminescent materials in different areas. To convert the ACQ effect of NDIs into AIE,
tetraphenylethylene have been incorporated on to the NDI core. The mono, di and tetra-substitution
of TPE on NDI core converted ACQ active moiety into AIE active moiety and shown that it can used as
luminescent material in the solid state. Furthermore, the application of TPE derivative in solar cell
devices has been studied. TPE based four-directional, non-fullerene acceptor; 4D has been developed
for solution processable BHJ device. 4D was prepared by simple reaction between Br4-TPE and DPPboronate ester using Suzuki conditions. High solubility in organic solvents, thermal stability,
absorption in the visible region, red-shift in emission, and comparable energy level with P3HT makes
it a promising candidate for BHJ device. The device prepared using 4D as an acceptor with P3HT (1:1.2)
gives an excellent high voltage current Voc 1.18 V and recorded a PCE of 3.86%.
Overall, this thesis provided the knowledge and further applications of TPE derivatives in different
fields. To my knowledge, the derivatives synthesised and shown here are the first examples in the
literature of their possible applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Luminescence - A process of light emission
The United Nations has declared the year 2015, as an International year of light and light-based
technologies, to raise the awareness and highlight the importance of light for the benefits of a society
which will provide solutions for global challenges. The Sun is the primary producer and principal source
of natural light and heat on the Earth. Sunlight has an essential role in our daily lives. It is a relevant
discipline of science in today’s era and a central part of the universe. No doubt it plays a great role in
human life but is also essential for plants and animals. Light is certainly crucial for life on the earth.
Moreover, it also allows for the creation of beautiful natural phenomena such as photosynthesis,
rainbow, lightning and Aurora Borealis. Photosynthesis is one of the significant and useful process,
which occurs in plants and some living bacteria in the presence of sunlight. In this process, light energy
is converted into chemical energy to produce carbohydrates such as glucose and released oxygen into
the atmosphere. Rainbows are another attractive natural process occurs when a drop of rainwater
meets to the sunlight. Aurora Borealis also called as Northern Lights, is another unusual event that
occurs on the earth in which various colours of natural light display in the sky. It happens because
electrically charged particles released from the sun enter the earth's atmosphere and collide with
gases such as oxygen and nitrogen. However, there are some light emitting processes that exist in the
nature which does not involve sunlight for light production. These processes happened because of
chemical reactions in the living organisms and referred as chemiluminescence and bioluminescence.
Chemiluminescence is the process in which chemical reaction results in the emission of light and on
the other hand bioluminescence is the phenomenon found in living organisms which also involved the
production and emission of light due to a chemical process. It is commonly observed phenomenon in
marine species live in twilight zone to attract their prey, attract their mates, for communication and
protection from predators. It also found in some of the fungi, microorganisms such as bioluminescent
bacteria and insects like fireflies. The bioluminescence process was used as a source of light in various
forms such as bioluminescent plant for street lighting,1 dried fish skin as a weak source of light in coal
mines2 and fireflies bottle as a safe light source in mines.3 In early discovery, Baker discovered the
flagellate Noctiluca- a naked eye visible fluorescent animal.4 Early 1920, Johann Florian Heller found
that the fungi grown on the dead wood was luminescent and used as a source of light.5 Raphaël
Dubois, a French pharmacologist, found luciferin, a chemical compound responsible for
bioluminescence in the living organisms. It was found that luciferin on oxidation, by a particular
2

enzyme named luciferase produces light as seen in click beetles and the marine bivalve mollusc Pholas
dactylus.6 In 1961, Martin Chalfie, Osamu Shimomura, and Roger Y. Tsien first isolated the green
fluorescent protein (GFP) in jellyfish, Aequorea Victoria. And for the discovery of green fluorescent
protein (GFP) and its application as biological marker, in 2008, they were awarded the Nobel Prize in
chemistry.7
Luminescence is natural and mysterious yet a useful process to a human being and referred as cold
light emission as the light emission results from relatively cold materials. Aleksander Jablonski, a Polish
physicist, explained the step-wise process of light absorption and emission process in the molecules
that concept so called as Jablonski diagram8. This diagram illustrates the electronic transition
processes such as light absorption, light emission in singlet state to triplet states and their electron
recombination at ground states through fluorescence and phosphorescence pathway.

Fig 1.1 Jablonski Diagram: an explanation of light emission process.
The light–emission process by luminescent material is a fascinating process for scientists in the
development of new materials. Inspired by nature, many researchers have put their efforts to gain
and uncover further knowledge about light and its use for the betterment of the life. In chemical
terms, light emission happens due to luminophores which are nothing but an atom or functional
groups present in the chemical compound. Light–emitting materials have gained the wide attention
because of their properties and applications in the various fields such as in optical devices,
monitors/displays, telecommunication,9,10 biological processes11,12 and chemosensors.13,14,15,16 Besides,
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the research and development of new luminescent materials will always remain as a principal research
topic for many years. These materials can exist in any state i.e. gas, liquid and solid. The luminescent
behaviour and properties of luminescent materials (photophysical, luminescence efficiency, and decay
rate) have always been investigated in the highly dilute solutions.16,17,18,19,20 However, for the vast
majority of practical applications, these materials were mainly used as thin films or in the aggregate
state. For example, in optoelectronic applications such as in organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs)
containing solid state materials and organic field-effect transistors (OFETs), crystal state luminophores
are used. So, when the luminescence properties measured in highly concentrated solutions, the
results obtained are entirely different than the dilute solution studies. Sometimes, luminophores may
show weakened, increased or constant emission in their aggregate state.21 Additionally, with high
concentration, luminophores tend to form the aggregates in the solution which results in the
quenching of fluorescence of luminophores. So far, the developed luminophores were highly emissive
in their dilute solutions. However, complete quenching or weakening of fluorescence observed in their
solid or aggregate state.

1.2 Aggregation Caused Quenching (ACQ)
In 1957, Förster and Kasper22 first discovered that fluorescence of an organic molecule such as pyrene
was quenched upon increasing the concentration of molecules in the solution. This process is widely
known as “concentration quenching.” It was found that the “formation of aggregates” in the solid and
solution state was the major factor responsible for fluorescence quenching.23 Thus, this concentration
quenching process has been called as Aggregation-Caused Quenching (ACQ).23 In short, some
luminogens were highly emissive in their dilute solution. However, they become non-emissive, and
their fluorescence emission was completely diminished/quenched upon aggregation.24 In 1970,
Scientist Birks was mentioned in his classic book “Photophysics of Aromatic Molecules” that most of
the aromatic hydrocarbons and their corresponding derivatives light emitting properties suffer from
fluorescence quenching upon aggregation.23 And the emission quenching is due to the formation of
excimers and exciplexes, the non-emissive species in the aggregate state which result in the reduced
fluorescence efficiency.25,26,27,28
The ACQ phenomenon has been explained by various planar aromatic molecules, for example, N, Ndicyclohexyl-1,7-dibromo-3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic diimide29 (DDPD) molecule, which shows
typical ACQ effect as in Fig. 1.2. Typically, DDPD molecule is very well soluble in tetrahydrofuran (THF)
and is highly emissive in dilute solution. However, as the fraction of water (poor solvent) (fw) increased
the fluorescence of DDPD decreased and beyond fw=60% water content the emission was completely
4

weakened due to formation of larger aggregates in the polar solvent. The reason behind this emission
quenching was investigated and explained. DDPD has planar disc-like perylene core and thus undergo
- stacking interaction which then further results in the detrimental excimers formation in the
excited state (ES) which decays the ES and relax back to the ground state (GS) and therefore
luminescence was quenched upon aggregation.

Fig. 1.2 Fluorescence photographs of solutions/suspensions of DDPD (10 M) in THF/water mixtures
with different water percentage.29 Reprinted from [29] with permission from Royal Society of
Chemistry. Copyright 2011 by Royal Society of Chemistry.
Similarly, fluorescein is another typical ACQ luminophore as shown in Fig. 1.3. Typically, fluorescein is
water soluble and shows bright green emission; however, it is immiscible in many organic solvents.
Hence, it does not show any emission in the organic solvents such as acetone, CHCl3, etc. Upon
addition of an organic solvent i.e. fraction of acetone (fa), its miscibility decreased in water and
simultaneously the reduction in the fluorescence intensity of fluorescein was observed. And beyond
fa=60%, the emission was completely diminished due to the formation larger aggregates and
immiscibility of fluorescein molecules in these solvents. These formed aggregates pack very well in
their superstructures because of strong -stacking interactions between the molecules. As such, it
becomes non-emissive in the aggregated states. This phenomenon is typical for ACQ effect.
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Fig. 1.3 Fluorescence images of solutions/suspensions of fluorescein in Water/acetone mixtures with
different acetone percentage.30 Reprinted from [30] by permission from John Wiley and Sons.
Copyright ® 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
In the case of aggregation-caused quenching, it was said that “the parts are more luminescent than
the whole”30 which means that the isolated molecules are highly luminescent than the aggregates
formed in the mixture of solutions. The luminescence quenching process of organic luminophores is a
well-understood phenomenon, but it limits their practical/-real-world applications.31,32,33,34
Luminophores who exhibit the ACQ effect have limitations and challenges in employing them in
organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) and organic field effect transistors (OFETs) as these materials
show reduced quantum yield in the aggregate state. Furthermore, an organic luminescent compound
are highly immiscible in the aqueous medium used for biological probes and environmental
monitoring which then results in the formation of precipitates and aggregate in water and ultimately
quenches the luminescence. Along with organic luminophore system, ACQ phenomenon is also
common in inorganic systems such as in quantum dots.35,36 The minimization of photophysical ACQ
phenomenon and understanding the working mechanism behind this destructive phenomenon was
the intense research subject for many years.
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1.2.1 Mechanism of ACQ
The mechanism of ACQ phenomenon was clearly understood and explained. It was observed that the
dilute solutions of some typical fluorophores such as DDPD, fluorescein, etc. show higher quantum
yields as compared to solid state and their emission get suppressed upon aggregation.
The mechanism behind this ACQ phenomenon was suggested that the conventional chromophores
such as pyrene, perylenes are planar in shape and during aggregation, the - stacking interaction
between the aromatic rings of these chromophores led to the formation of disc-like superstructures.
These structures were non-emitting due to the formation of excimer species in the excited state which
cause the molecule to quench its fluorescence due to relaxation of ES via the non-radiative channel in
aggregate and solid states.

Fig. 1.4 Conventional fluorophores such as pyrene37 and fluorescein38 are strongly emissive in the
solution state. However, the emission quenched in the aggregated and solid-state due to the π–π
stacking interaction. (Reprinted from [37] with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright
® 2009 by Royal Society of Chemistry and Reprinted from [38] with permission from Royal Society of
Chemistry. Copyright ® 2016 by Royal Society of Chemistry)
Planar molecules such as pyrene and fluorescein, are highly luminescent in their solution state
whereas non-emissive in the solid state because once they aggregate, their molecules are in the close
vicinity of each other. The aromatic rings of each molecule especially in the planar luminophores
having disc-like shapes experience strong - stacking interaction.39 As a result, the excited states of
these aggregates are decay back to the ground state via non-radiative channel results in the quenching
7

of fluorescence of luminophore in the aggregate state. Moreover, the powders of these molecules
are also completely non-luminescent. Some of the examples of luminogens showing ACQ
phenomenon listed in table 1.2.2.

1.2.2 Selected Examples of ACQ phenomenon
Entry

Chemical structure

Reference

129

29

230

30

40

340

441

41

8

542

44

640

40

743

42
N

N

R1
R2

N

R1
R2

N

R2

N

R1

N

N

844

43

945

45
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Many luminogens were selected by the solution-screening process but found high difficulty in gaining
technological applications because of their ACQ effect in the aggregate and solid state. The thorny
issue of emission quenching of luminogen in their solid state was the biggest obstacle to the
development of new luminescent materials. The notorious ACQ problem forced researchers to utilise
these luminogens in the isolated state i.e. in dilute solutions, however, leads to various scientific
issues.31 Nevertheless, various processes such as chemical, physical and engineering have been
attempted by researchers for many years to overcome this detrimental ACQ phenomenon of common
luminogens.46,47,48,49,50 Making structural changes such as attachment of bulky substituents51,
increasing hydrophilicity, rigid central rings, long chain polymers or by using multilayer organic thin
films to deter the aggregate formation have been tried but unfortunately ended up with only limited
progress. Some of these attempts were helped to reduce fluorescence quenching problem
temporarily or partly. It was predicted that the introduction of polar substituents or groups such as
carboxylic or sulphonic groups could help luminogens to become more soluble in water;
unfortunately, they did show the formation of aggregates in aqueous media causing quenching of
emission. Moreover, these approaches also accompanied with some severe side effects. To
nullify/overcome the aggregation mediated quenchers, fluorophores studies and their utilisation were
performed in highly dilute solutions.16,17,18,19,20 The results obtained after dilute solution studies often
gave the reduced emission and unable to provide repeatability of results in concentrated solution as
increased concentration results in the aggregation in solutions.52 Additionally, planar ACQ dyes also
showed a weakening in quantum yield and red shift in emission along with small Stokes shift in dilute
solutions.52 In most of the attempts, the ACQ problem was mitigated partially or temporarily.
All these approaches were reduced the ACQ problem of many luminescent materials, but the loss of
other important properties of materials was the main issue. The significant difficulty in finding the
solution for the ACQ process was the aggregation and closeness of chromophore molecules directly
associated with each other in their solid state. The inherency of aggregate formation with the
luminogen proximity was the bitter truth behind this problem. The best solution to reduce the ACQ
phenomenon is the creation of a new luminogen which can show the enhancement in the emission
upon aggregation instead of fluorescence quenching without sacrificing any beneficial property of
luminogens. The said solution for ACQ will be helpful to make life much easier as high aggregation will
be beneficial.
Hence the development of new solid state luminescent material and studies of their light-emitting
processes is highly important and challenging task for the foreseeable future. So far, almost all
photophysical studies have been done in dilute solutions, but research in the solid state rarely
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reported. To pacify the ACQ effect, it is essential to develop a system which will be non-emissive in
the solution state and emissive upon aggregation for its use in the solid state.

1.3 Aggregation-Induced Emission (AIE)
In 2001, Tang group from Hong Kong University of Science and Technology discovered an unusual
photophysical phenomenon which was opposite to detrimental ACQ effect. Similar to ACQ effect, the
newly developed event is also associated with chromophore aggregation but is completely different
as the light emission of luminophores enhanced upon aggregation and in the solid state hence called
as Aggregation-Induced Emission (AIE).25 Few fluorophores show abnormal behaviour, they become
non-emissive in the solution and shows high fluorescence when aggregate. Such luminogens are said
to be AIE active luminogens or AIEgens. It is a rare phenomenon and shortly become an attractive
topic for researchers after its discovery29,53 as these macromolecules (AIEgen) possesses high
miscibility in organic solvents, easy to process, and their emission efficiency is comparatively higher in
the aggregate state as compared to ACQ chromophores. In the case of AIE phenomenon, it is said that
the “The Whole Is More Brilliant than the Parts”30 which is inverse to the ACQ phenomenon. Simply,
the AIE aggregates are more emissive than the isolated species of luminogen. Simply, AIE effect can
explain by quantity-effect relationship, which says that more is the quantity, better is the result.

1.3.1 HPS: The example which pioneered AIE
It is observed that the propeller shape molecules commonly demonstrate the AIE phenomenon. Prof.
Tang’s group in their discoveries reported a different archetypal molecule, which was emissive in the
solid/aggregate state but did not show any emission in the dilute solutions. The first molecule reported
was 1,1,2,3,4,5-hexaphenyl-1H-silole,25,54,55 (HPS) 11, the silole derivative which unearthed the AIE
phenomenon. The purification of HPS reaction mixture was performed by flash column
chromatography using silica gel. Thin layer chromatography (TLC) studies of the eluted wet fractions
of collected HPS solution was unable to see under UV lamp, however upon drying of spot/solvent
evaporation, a nicely green fluorescent mark/spot was observed. This process confirms the AIE activity
of HPS as turn “off” and “on” emission in solution and dry spot, respectively.
The step-wise AIE process of HPS molecules in different water fractions in THF is illustrated in the Fig.
1.5. As compared to the conventional disc-shaped planar molecules such as pyrene or perylenes, HPS
possesses non-planar, propeller-like conformation and hence it does not pack via face to face or stacking interaction. HPS has high solubility in most of the organic solvents such as DCM, CHCl3, THF
and ACN, poor solubility in MeOH and is insoluble in water. It is non-fluorescent when molecularly
11

dissolved in the dilute THF solution. However, with increasing percentage of poor solvents such as
water (fw), the emission intensity of HPS goes on changing in the solution. And beyond 80 vol % water
(fw = 80%) its emission has turned-on and become highly emissive, which is due to the formation of
the emissive aggregates in the aqueous solution. The addition of water makes HPS molecules to
aggregate in the solution and become emissive with a higher percentage of water. This result relates
to the observation of HPS solution on TLC plate and hence confirms the AIE activity of HPS molecule
in the aggregate state.

Fig. 1.5 Fluorescence photographs of solutions/suspensions of hexaphenylsilole (HPS; 20 M) in
THF/water mixtures with different fractions of water (fw) and crystal structure of HPS showing
propeller shape. HPS shows typical ACQ and AIE effects in solution and aggregated state,
respectively.30 Reprinted from [30] by permission from John Wiley and Sons. Copyright 2014 WILEYVCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
Initially, it was predicted that the AIE phenomenon shown only by HPS luminogen from the Silole
family. Later on, it proved that not only HPS is AIE active, but AIE is commonly observed phenomenon
for the whole silole family group56 and is often observed the phenomenon in propeller shape
luminogens. Some of the selected examples of AIE luminogens having propeller shape structure listed
in table 1.3.2.
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1.3.2 Selected examples of propeller shape AIEgens
Entry

Chemical structure

Chemical Name

1125

25

1257,58

57, 58

1345

45

1.3.3 Mechanism of Aggregation-Induced Emission (AIE) phenomenon
The molecules that exhibit AIE phenomenon can be an excellent alternative to the detrimental ACQ
phenomenon. However, the mechanism of AIE phenomenon was poorly understood, and that poses
the question “why is it not observed in all luminogens?” Initially, a significant number of theoretical
mechanisms were suggested as responsible for AIE phenomenon such as
1. J-aggregate formation (JAF),23
2. Excited state proton transfer in the same molecule (ESIPT)59 and
3. Twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT)37,29,60
However, it was difficult to find out the suitable mechanism from the experimental results observed
for AIE active molecules, as only limited AIE macromolecules exhibit above listed mechanisms. In
addition, Tang group have been reported that the restriction of intramolecular motions (RIM)
including rotations and vibrations causes the molecule to be emissive in the aggregate state.56
Comparison studies were done between AIE mechanism, i.e., RIM process, and above mentioned
mechanisms and concluded with the actual working mechanism for AIE.
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1.3.3.1 AIE Vs JAF (J- aggregate formation)
According to Würthner, the definition of J-aggregate is the “type of dye with an absorption band that
shifts to a longer wavelength (bathochromic/red shift) of increasing sharpness (higher absorption
coefficient) when it aggregates under the influence of a solvent or additive or concentration as a result
of supramolecular self-organization.”61 It was considered that the formation of J-aggregate was one
of the reason for AIE activity of luminogen which later disproved. It was very unclear that why the
formation of J-aggregates resulted in emission? It has also shown that some luminogens show AIE as
well as J-aggregate formation, however, not all J-aggregates are AIE active.
Aggregation-induced emission is a phenomenon in a broad sense; as it can observe in any luminogen
that has rotors which can undergo restriction of intramolecular rotations (RIR) in the aggregate state.
AIE luminogens can be either polar or nonpolar. They can have regular or random packing, can show
steady emission or red or blue shift in emission. They can demonstrate flexible Stoke shift and able to
undergo restriction of intramolecular rotations. Simply, all luminogens which show RIR mechanism
are AIEgen and it may be or may not be observ in every J-aggregate formation (JAF).30 In Fig. 1.6, some
of the examples are reported which shows AIE along with JAF (14) and without JAF (15).

Fig. 1.6 Two best examples illustrating the relationships between RIR and J-aggregate formation
(JAF).30
The dye 14 is non-emissive in the dilute solution but emissive in the solid state. It can form J-aggregate
and still exhibit AIE activity. Similarly, 15 is also AIE active, whereas it does not form J-aggregate
although they have similarity in the structure. It was clearly seen that both dyes (14 and 15) have one
common property that they undergo RIR phenomenon, and hence they are AIE active. However, not
all of them forms J-aggregate (15) and still shown AIE activity indicating that J-aggregates are not
necessary for AIE activity.

14

Fig. 1.7 Example of J-aggregate but non-AIE.30
In contrast, only those dyes which are polar and having a donor (D) – acceptor (A) functional groups
in their structure able to form J-aggregates. The dyes which are non-polar do not form J-aggregates.
The J-aggregates usually arrange in an ordered packing; exhibit a red shift in absorption or emission
with negligible Stokes shift. All luminogens with J-aggregate are not AIE active as shown in Fig. 1.7.
The dye 16 consists a central perylene core, which undergoes π – π stacking interaction and formed
highly ordered packing of J-aggregate but did not show any intramolecular motions. Although it forms
J-aggregate, it is not AIE active material as it does not undergo RIR process in the solid state. Therefore,
it is an ACQ active dye.
In summary, AIEgen can show J-aggregate formation and remain AIE active. However, not all Jaggregates are AIE active.

1.3.3.2 AIE Vs ESIPT (Excited State Intramolecular Proton Transfer)
ESIPT was one of the primary mechanisms to observe in AIE active luminogens, and it stands for
Electronically Excited State Intramolecular Proton Transfer. The ESIPT process involves the electronic
charge generation by photon absorption in the molecule followed by subsequent intramolecular
redistribution of charge and rapid rearrangement of the elemental structure of a molecule by internal
proton transfer.62 As like JAF, ESIPT process was considered as one of the working mechanism for AIE
phenomenon as some of the ESIPT luminogens showed enhanced emission in the aggregate state. In
this process, the photoexcitation of dye results in the intramolecular proton transfer with the
formation of internal H-bonding. ESIPT is a fast process and can be explained by four level cycles i.e.
E-E*-K*-K with large Stokes shift result in the emission of the molecule in the aggregate state.
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However, this does not account the reason for luminescence in the solid state entirely. Until now,
many researchers have reported ESIPT was the principal mechanism to explain the AIE in solid state
luminogens.63,64,65,66

Fig. 1.8 Proton transfer and subsequent twisting of luminogen 17 in an excited state.67
Mutai et al. have developed a new simple AIE-active ESIPT emissive luminogen 17.67 It was weakly
emissive in apolar solvents gave large Stokes shift, and its E conformation was highly stable and rigid
over K conformation. It is because in E conformation the S0 state shows the formation of
intramolecular H-bonding between imino N and phenolic O-H group which results in the rigid, stable
structure. However, upon excitation, in S1 state, E conformation first changes into zwitterionic
unstable ESIPT species. Then further it undergoes twisting and rearrangement in the conformation
and forms H-bond with the solvent molecules. The twisting motion causes molecules to show
significant Stokes shift due to the ESIPT in an excited state and weak emission in the solution. However,
these twisting motions will be restricted in the aggregate state and result in the emission which
accounts for the presence of AIE over ESIPT. The ESIPT process and intramolecular twisting in the 17
are shown in Fig. 1.8.
Another luminogen 18 is highly flexible and have multiple rotors in the structure and its emission
studies were performed in water: ethanol mixture. The fluorescence of the dye 18 was affected by the
water fraction in the solvent mixture. With low water content, it is non-emissive due to the dynamic
rotations in the solutions, however, high water content resulted in the aggregation, and its
fluorescence was enhanced as these rotations get restricted. It also show the intensified emission in
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the crystal state as shown in the Fig. 1.9. As compared to 17, the molecule 18 showed more AIE over
ESIPT as its emission gets enhanced because of its large phenyl rotors. Thanks to the multiple phenyl
rotors which cause radiationless decay in the excited states (ES) resulting in the non-emission of 18 in
solution.

HO

N
O

O

N

OH

18

Fig. 1.9 Structure of AIE active ESIPT luminogen 18 and fluorescence photographs of its solution (fw =
10 %) and crystals with green (G) and yellow-green (YG) light emission.30,68 Reprinted with permission
from [69]. Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society.
From these studies; it was concluded that the ESIPT dyes involve the intramolecular motions such as
twisting or rotations which cause the molecule to be fluorescent in the aggregate state. Undoubtedly,
this is nothing but an AIE effect over the ESIPT process.

1.3.3.3 AIE Vs TICT (Twisted Intramolecular Charge Transfer)
Another important mechanism suggested for AIE phenomenon is Twisted Intramolecular Charge
Transfer (TICT). More precisely, “in a TICT state formed by intramolecular charge transfer in an
electron donor (D)/acceptor (A) molecule, the D, and A subgroups have a mutually perpendicular
configuration that leads to an electronic decoupling of D and A.”69
TICT is also related to intramolecular twisting or rotations which are similar to AIE phenomenon. The
system which contains substituents such as donor (D) and acceptor (A) with push-pull connections
able to show the TICT process. The relation between AIE and TICT can be illustrated by dividing AIE
system into two parts.
1. AIE luminogen without TICT (No D-A substituents in the structure)
2. AIE luminogen with TICT (Having D-A substituents in the structure)
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An AIE luminogen without D-A system, are non-emissive in the dilute solutions and emissive in the
aggregate state which is because of the restriction of intramolecular motions (RIM). However, in AIE
luminogen with D-A system, the weak emission in solution is due to the TICT state, and intense
emission in the solid state is due to AIE, because of restriction of locally excited (LE) state into TICT
conversion.

Fig. 1.10 Examples of twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) dyes with AIE (1970 and 2071) and
without (21)72 AIE activity.
The luminogen 19 in its locally excited (LE) state shows stable planar conformation in nonpolar
solvents such as cyclohexane; however, in polar solvents, it shows a twisted conformation where LE
state transforms into TICT because of intramolecular motions and complete charge separation
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happened between D and A moieties. The derivative 19 showed ICT effect in between D and A which
then stabilised by polar solvents and its fluorescence was weakened in the dilute solution. In contrast,
in the solid state, the twisted conformation gets restricted and eventually the TICT and showed intense
red-light emission signifying the AIE activity.
The boron dipyrrolomethane (BODIPY) derivative 20 is another luminogen showing AIE in the
aggregate state and weak emission in the dilute solution due to TICT phenomenon. Its fluorescence
behaviour was measured in the THF/water mixture. BODIPY derivative 20 has poor solubility in water;
however, it shows red-emission in THF. Upon addition of small amount of water, the emission was
weakened and red-shifted which is because of the presence of TICT in the polar solvents. This
behaviour is similar to the example of solvatochromism where molecules having D-A groups in their
structure shows red-shift in the polar solvents.73,74,75,76 Upon addition of an excess of water (fw = 65%),
the formation of aggregates was observed because of restriction of intramolecular rotations in the
cluster form, and it begins to exhibit AIE.
In addition to that, another luminogen 21 with D-A substituents was reported showing TICT in the
polar solvents, however, unable to become an AIE active luminogen. As like other dyes, 21 also shows
red light emission in the THF solutions and emission quenching observed with the gradual addition of
water. However, with an excess of water content (fw >70%), 21 forms clusters and so the TICT should
be mitigated but non-emissive in behaviour. According to the earlier example, 21 supposed to be AIE
active upon aggregation but in contrast, it does not show such behaviour. And this is due to π conjugation between central dicyanomethylene-4H-pyran (DCM) core and two styryl wings makes 21
highly rigid with large plane which results in quenching of emission in aggregated and solid state
instead of AIE active.77
So, from all these examples, it clears that not all TICT dyes are AIE active and TICT was not the
mechanism for AIE phenomenon. And the reasons for this statement are given as
i.

The TICT process also involves the restriction of molecular rotations in the solutions but not
enough to become an AIE active.

ii.

In addition to that, TICT process observed only in the solution. However, restriction of
intramolecular motions seen in the aggregate state makes luminogen to be AIE active.
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iii.

Moreover, TICT process explained only in polar solvents although the limitation of rotations
involves in this process. Whereas, RIM process responsible for AIE phenomenon can be
described in solution as well in the solid state.

iv.

When there is a TICT mediated AIE system, there must be multiple phenyl type rotors which
help to obstruct the intramolecular motions in the aggregate state to become an AIE active
luminogen.

Overall conclusion drawn from the comparison study for mechanisms of AIE is that the RIM process
and other mechanisms have interrelations when it comes to the emission of the molecule (AIE). The
relationships between AIE and these processes can be described as
1. In some luminogens, JAF or ESIPT or TICT process favours the fluorescence behaviour of that
particular molecule along with AIE process. So, the emission in these luminogens is the
combination of AIE with JAF, ESIPT, or TICT respectively.
2. However, when it comes to an AIE process in combination, the primary reason for AIE emission
is the restriction of intramolecular motions alone (rotations or vibrations or both) and no
other processes.
3. Whenever there is AIE effect in luminogen, the RIM process will always be dominant/
favourable for the system to become an AIE active.
4. However, in contrast, if other factors such as - stacking interaction, JAF, ESIPT or TICT,
dominate the system, then that system will be an AIE inactive or ACQ active.
5. RIM process alone able to make any system an AIE active whereas, other processes such as
JAF, ESIPT or TICT are not able to make any system emissive without RIM.
These studies proved that the restriction of intramolecular motions (RIM) including rotations (RIR) and
vibrations (RIV) is playing a vital role in making any luminogen to be an AIE active. Interestingly, it was
found that some luminogens only show RIR process and some only follow RIV mechanism still they
behave as AIEgen. Additionally, some of the AIE luminescent dyes were reported which showed both
RIR and RIV mechanisms to show AIE activity in the solid and aggregate states.
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1.3.3.4 Restriction of Intramolecular Rotations (RIR)
After significant efforts, the mechanism behind the constructive, unique AIE phenomenon was
investigated. The comparison study with processes such as JAF, TICT, ESIPT with RIR have provided the
definite conclusion that the restrictions of intramolecular rotations in the aggregate state, causes the
molecule to be emissive.56,78,79,80,81,82 Initially, it was just a hypothesis, whereas further research was
performed to confirm the reason behind AIE phenomenon that the RIR process in aggregate state
along with the non-planarity causes molecule to show fluorescence upon aggregation. The planarity
and conformation of the luminogen are the key factors to be an AIEgen. The non-planar, propellerlike structure having multiple rotors makes the molecule more likely to undergo RIR process.
Tang group was discovered HPS luminogen, the perfect example of AIEgen to describe the RIR process
(Fig. 1.11). HPS is the non-planar and propeller shape molecule in which six phenyl rings are
surrounded around the central silacyclopentadiene stator. In highly dilute solutions, these phenyl
rings dynamically rotate around the central stator via single bond axes in isolated molecules. It is a
general understanding that the energy is consumed when molecules undergo any molecular/little
movements such as vibrations or rotations. As a result, the photonic energy converts into heat which
non-radiatively relaxes the excited state back to the ground state (GS) and molecule become nonluminescent in the solutions.
However, exactly opposite process happens in the aggregate state of AIE luminophores. The phenyl
rings undergo low-frequency torsional motions in a solution state, however, stops rotating in the
aggregate state due to space limitancy i.e. aggregation. Simply, because their intramolecular rotation
get blocked by stearic interactions between the molecules as these molecules are in the immediate
proximity to each other. As phenyl groups in HPS get restricted for movement, the photonic energy
does not convert into the heat. Moreover, though HPS molecules are in the close neighbourhood with
each other upon aggregation, thanks to the propeller shape of the molecule, phenyl rings in the
luminogen do not face any -stacking interaction. Hence ultimately no decay in the excited state
was observed, radiative pathways become probable, and the luminogen becomes emissive in their
solid state. The factors such as turn on RIR process and the unfavourable environment for excimer
species formation collectively enhance the luminescence property of HPS in the solid state.
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Fig. 1.11 Non-planar luminogenic molecules such as hexaphenyl-silole (HPS) behave oppositely, with
their light emissions turned ‘‘on’’ by aggregate formation. And this is due to the restriction of
intramolecular rotation (RIR) of the multiple phenyl rotors against the silole stator in the aggregate
state.29 Reprinted from [29] by permission from Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright ® 2011 by Royal
Society of Chemistry.
In addition to HPS, TPE is another AIEgen which follows the mechanism of restriction of intramolecular
rotations of phenyl rings around the central ethene core via single bond axes. It shows dynamic
intramolecular movement’s i. e rotations and makes molecule to be non–emissive in dilute solutions.
However, these rotations get hindered because of space limitancy, results in the emission of the
molecule upon aggregation via radiative channels.

1.3.3.5 Restriction of Intramolecular Vibrations (RIV)
Most of the AIE materials such as HPS, TPE follows restriction of intramolecular rotation (RIR)
mechanism,83 however, there are some examples of AIEgens which do not obey the RIR mechanism,
still they are AIE active materials. And this is due to RIV mechanism, i.e., restriction of intramolecular
vibrations in the solid state. One of the examples of RIV favoured AIE luminogen is 10,10’,11,11’tetrahydro-5,5’-bidibenzo[a,d][7]annulenylidene (THBA). The comparison between RIR and RIV
mechanism in THBA as illustrated in Fig. 1.12.
The THBA84 luminogen is one of them which do not have any free rotors in the structure. In the THBA,
two peripheral phenyl rings are connected to each other by middle flexible seven-membered rings on
both ends of central ethene fragment. Although it is a symmetrical molecule, it has non-planar shape,
and it possesses anti-conformation. In the solution state, flexible seven-membered rings in the THBA
undergo rapid bending or vibrations and the excited state decays or relax back to the ground state via
the non-radiative channel. However, upon aggregation, these motions such as bending and vibrations
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get restricted due to limited space for movements, and thus resulted in the opening of radiative
channel and hindrance of the radiationless pathway makes THBA emissive in the solid state.

Fig. 1.12 Propeller-shaped tetraphenylethylene (TPE) is non-emissive in a dilute solution but becomes
emissive due to the restriction of intramolecular rotation (RIR) in the aggregate state. Shell-like
luminogen of 10,10’,11,11’-tetrahydro-5,5’-bidibenzo [a,d][7]annulenylidene (THBA;1) behaves
similarly, due to the restriction of intramolecular vibration (RIV) of its bendable vibrators in the
aggregate state.30 Reprinted from [30] by permission from John Wiley and Sons. Copyright ® 2014
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

1.3.3.6 Restriction of Intramolecular Motions (RIM)
So far, we have seen that the RIR or RIV was the major factor for any luminogen to be an AIE active
molecule. AIE luminogens either followed the RIR or RIV mechanism. Also, some AIE active molecules
have shown that they exhibit both mechanisms, i.e., restriction of intramolecular rotations and
vibrations together in the same system. And to show both mechanisms, the system must have
moieties which will be able to vibrate and rotates separately at a time in the solutions. Some examples
of such AIegens which are having a vibratable core and a rotatable moiety at the periphery and
following RIM process are shown in the Fig. 1.13. In these molecules, planar central moiety tends to
vibrate while side or peripheral groups showed a tendency to rotate and stretch in solution.
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Fig. 1.13 AIE luminogens are showing the mechanism of restriction of intramolecular motions including
rotations and vibrations.
For example, the derivative 2285 did not show any luminescence in the dilute solution. However, it
gives bright red fluorescence in the mixture of THF/water. Its structure consists of two major
fragments: the first one is phenothiazine core shows vibrational motions and the second one is
benzothiadiazole along with phenyl rings shows rotational movements around the central core. The
collective effect of RIV and RIR due to vibratable and rotatable fragments make molecule to be
emissive in the solvent mixture. Similarly, in 2386 the central anthraquinodimethane and cyano groups
behave as a vibratable core and the two phenyl rings attached at 2- and 6-positions shows rotational
motions in ACN/water mixture and emits yellow light upon aggregation. The AIEgens 2487 and 2588
have similar central vibratable pentacenequinodimethane core and phenyl rings with substituents as
a rotatory base.
From all above examples and their experimental results, it was clear that the restriction of
intramolecular motions including rotations, vibrations was the main reason for developed AIEgens till
date.89,37,29,60,55,58,83,56 Furthermore, these findings were confirmed by performing few experiments
such as applying external stimuli including viscous medium, pressure, temperature, and making
structural modifications. These factors allowed the molecule to restrict its intramolecular motions as
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it provides a favourable medium for minimal actions. So far, few important additional factors have
been discovered:
1) Viscochromism56 - It was believed that the RIR process in the AIE molecule such as HPS would
be affected by the viscosity of the solvents. The intramolecular rotations in the AIE system get
restricted when the viscosity of solvent increases. Moreover, with an increase in the
viscosity/thickness, the fluorescence intensity also increases. In the study, glycerol was used
as a highly viscous solvent. The emission intensity of HPS was linearly increased until 50 %
glycerol as HPS shows solubility in that percentage. However, the intensity was increased
dramatically beyond 50% glycerol because more viscous medium reduces the intramolecular
rotations and hence system showed stronger emission upon aggregation in the viscous
glycerol.
2) Piezochromism90 – In this experiment, the effect of pressure on the RIR process was
investigated. The external force applied on the AIE dye, and the fluorescence intensity was
measured. Initially, with increased pressure the emission intensity was increased but with
extra pressure, the drop-in intensity was observed, and this process was said as pressurisation
quenching effect. Upon applying the pressure, the molecules come closer to each other; the
intramolecular rotations of phenyl rings in HPS gets restricted which collectively enhances the
emission intensity. However, further pressure brings molecules in the immediate vicinity
which allows excimer formation and quenches the intensity of fluorescence.
3) Thermochromism56 – Next, the effect of temperature on the emission intensity was studied
in THF solvent. THF is a polar solvent and has excellent solvating power which helps to keep
solute molecules in dissolved state at low temperature. Furthermore, it has low melting point
and is not viscous like glycerol. When the THF solution of HPS was allowed to cool, the
emission intensity of HPS increased and with decreasing the temperature, the intensity was
increased. It was happened because the intramolecular rotations get suppressed upon cooling
of solution and helped to intensify the HPS emission, while further cooling (-196 oC) using
nitrogen, the dramatic change in emission intensity was observed.
4) Structure modifications91 – The emission intensity of structurally modified HPS was compared
with the standard HPS luminogen and results were confirmed that the stearic hindrance
created because of isopropyl group restricts the intramolecular rotations and helps to increase
the luminescence intensity of HPS. Simply, more is the stearic hindrance, higher is the
emission intensity and hence the AIE.
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Overall, from all these experiments it was clear that the AIE activity in luminogen is because of the
obstruction of intramolecular rotations in the molecule. i.e. RIM process. Finally, in this way, the
mechanism of AIE was confirmed. Since an understanding of the phenomenon and working
mechanism was established, many AIE dyes have been developed and utilised for various applications.

1.3.4 Types of AIE compounds
As the mechanism of AIE process was clear, the development, designing and practical applications of
AIEgens were rapidly boosted. Underlying the mechanistic aspects of AIE phenomenon gave the
crystal idea for generation of AIE luminogens with a variety of structural modifications.
Some of the AIEgens are classified as follows:
I.

Aromatic hydrocarbon AIE systems

II.

Heteroatoms containing AIE systems

III.

H-bonded AIE systems

IV.

Organometallic AIE systems

V.

Polymer AIE systems

Herein, the types of AIE compounds are enlisted and focused on the highlight of central AIE systems.

1.3.4.1 Aromatic hydrocarbon AIE systems
After the discovery of mechanistic pathway of AIE, it was envisioned that any chemical compound in
which the multiple phenyl pendants are spinning around the central stators causes the steric
hindrance and ultimately the electronic conjugation, can be an AIE active luminogen. Considering it is
a major factor, many aromatic luminogens with propeller-shape structure have been developed.
Tetraphenylethylene (TPE; 12) was one of the best aromatic hydrocarbon showed a significant AIE
activity. The aromatic hydrocarbon AIE systems made up of only carbons and hydrogen and they do
not contain any metal or heteroatoms which undoubtedly bypass the possibility of J or H –aggregate
formations and TICT process. The number of stators and phenyl rotors varies in all the AIE structures.
Some of the aromatic hydrocarbon AIE systems are listed in table 1.3.4.1.1
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1.3.4.1.1 Examples of aromatic hydrocarbon AIE systems
Entry

Chemical structure

Reference

1257,58

57, 58

2692

92

2793

93

28 and

57

2957

30-3257

57

3393

93

27

3494

94

35 and

93

36

93

3793

93

1.3.4.2 Heteroatoms containing AIE systems
Later, most of the AIE dyes have been developed containing heteroatoms such as N, O, S and polar
functional groups, as these AIE systems broaden their utilisation in various practical applications. The
variety of functional groups or heteroatoms in the AIE derivatives exhibits the emission colour which
covers the entire visible region and makes AIE research life more colourful.95 The butterfly shaped AIE
luminogen 38 showed multiple emissions colours such as green, yellowish orange and red light
emission in different percentage of water in THF. Luminogen 38 gives green emission at 40% water,
orange light at 90% and red emission at 99%, respectively as shown in Fig. 1.14.
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Fig. 1.14 Chemical structure 38 and photographs of nano-aggregates suspended in the different
percentage of THF/water mixtures which emit green, yellow, and red lights, respectively, under
illumination of a handheld UV lamp.95 Adapted with permission from [95]. Copyright 2007, American
Chemical Society.

Fig. 1.15 Structures of TPE-BODIPY derivatives96
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Similarly, another series of AIE chromophore 39, 40, 41 prepared from TPE and BODIPY shows similar
behaviour as like 38 showing multicolour light emission from green to yellow and then yellow to red
light.96
Some of the selected examples of heteroatom containing AIE system listed in the table 1.3.4.2.1

1.3.4.2.1 Examples of heteroatom containing AIE systems
Entry

Chemical structure

Light

Reference

emission
colour
1125

Green light

25

emission

4297

Blue light

97

emission

4398

Blue light

98

emission

44-4599

99
Red light
emission

46100

Red light
emission

30

100

47101

Blue light

101

emission
for Al3+
sensing
48-5194

-

94

52102

-

102

53103

Red light

103

emission

54104

White light

104

emission

5586

Yellow light
emission

31

86

1.3.4.3 H-Bonded AIE systems
Along with other AIE systems, AIE phenomenon also discovered in the system which shows H-bonding
in solvents.“A hydrogen bond is the electrostatic attraction between two polar groups that occurs
when

a hydrogen (H)

atom

covalently

bound

to

a

highly electronegative atom

such

as nitrogen (N), oxygen (O), or fluorine (F) experiences the electrostatic field of another highly
electronegative atom nearby.”105 When the H-bond formed between two different molecules, it is
called as intermolecular H-bonding however, when set up in a single molecule referred as
intramolecular H-bonding.106 Hydrogen bond formed between the luminogens can rigidify the
structure which then inhibits the intramolecular rotations and make molecule to be luminescent. The
relation between H-bonding and light emission process can entirely explain by excited state
intramolecular proton transfer process (ESIPT).
The luminogen 5644 was developed with intramolecular H-bonding. It was non-emissive when in
solution because of strong intramolecular rotation around N-N and C-C bond, which make an
unfavourable medium for H-bond formation and quenched the ES nonradiatively resulted in the nonemission of the molecule. However, in the crystalline state, the o-hydroxyl groups undergo ESIPT
process, forms the H-bond with N and stiffens the molecule structure and obstruct any intramolecular
rotations causes the luminogen to emit in the solid state. Few additional AIE systems such as 57, 58
and 59 with H-bonding/ESIPT process shown in the table 1.3.4.3.1

1.3.4.3.1 Examples of AIE systems containing H-bonds
Sr No.

Chemical structure

Reference

5644

43

57107

107

58108

108

32

59109

O

109

S
NH
N

O
H O

HN

O
H N

S

1.3.4.4 Organometallic AIE systems
Initially, all the developed AIE active systems were pure and simple organic luminogens, and no
metal/metal ions systems were discovered or elaborated with AIE phenomenon. Later, similar to
organic luminophores, it was observed that some organometallic derivatives also showed the
phosphorescence quenching in the solid state.
Zhao et al. reported the organometallic compound Ir(III) phosphorescent complex which shows the
similar phenomenon of induced emission in aggregates and the event was named as “aggregationinduced phosphorescence emission” (AIPE).110 These complexes were nonluminescent in dilute
solutions, however, upon gradual addition of water becomes phosphorescent in the aggregate state.
The discovery of phosphorescence in the organometallic material broadens the area of utilisation of
these materials in various fields such as explosive detection, cell imaging, and organoluminescent
material.
Similarly, a series of platinum-containing AIEgens such as 60 have been prepared and was utilised as
a fluorescent probe for bioimaging of cancer cells.111 Iridium (III) complexes have been studied for
extended period. Alam et al. have reported the application of Ir (III) complexes 61 and 62 for selective
and sensitive detection of nitro explosives.112 In addition to that, AIE active gold (I) complexes such as
63, 64 have been reported as materials for light emitting devices113 and a fluorescent material.114
Moreover, Pd (II)115 65 and Os116 66 complexes have also been shown the AIE effect in their solid state.
The selected examples of organometallic AIE compounds listed in table 1.3.4.4.1
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1.3.4.4.1 Examples of organometallic AIE systems
Entry

Chemical structure

60111

Application

Reference

Cancer cell

111

imaging

61 and

Detection

62112

of nitro

112

explosives

63113

In light

113

emitting
device
64114

Fluorescent

114

materials

65115

-

115

66116

-

116
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1.3.4.5 Polymer AIE systems
The constructive AIE phenomenon was not only limited to organic luminophores, organometallic
system, and H-bonded AIE systems. However it was also demonstrated by many polymer systems and
utilised them for promising applications such as drug delivery,117 fluorescent materials,118 OLEDs,
fluorescent sensors,119 fluorescent probe,120,121 gas separation,122,123 solar cells,124 nitroaromatic
explosive detection.125 Polymer AIE systems have more benefits than the small AIE molecules as they
show high thermal stability, solubility, easy processability and these factors broadens the area of
application of polymer AIE systems in various fields. However, purification of these materials limits
their utility. Nevertheless, table 1.3.4.5.1 illustrated few notable examples of the AIE active polymers
with their application.

1.3.4.5.1 Examples of polymer AIE systems
Entry

Chemical structure

Applications

Reference

67 and

Nitroaromatic

125

68125

explosive
detection

69121

Bioprobe for
cancer cell

35

121

70123

123
Membrane gas
separation

71124

124
Solar cell
applications

72117

117
Drug delivery
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1.3.5 Tetraphenylethylene: Another iconic AIE fluorogen
Similar to HPS, tetraphenylethylene or tetraphenylethene (TPE)58 was another typical example and
extensively studied AIE active luminogen. It is non-emissive in solutions and brightly emits in the
aggregated and solid states. As compared to other luminogens, TPE possesses the simple and stable
molecular structure. TPE derivatives have gained high interest owing to their AIE performance and
accessibility of structure modification. It behaves as an electron donor and is also possesses the high
quantum yield and an excellent mechanochromic properties. It is easy to synthesise, useful and
exciting molecule to solve the ACQ effect of many conventional luminophores and to convert them
into useful luminescent materials. It was also found useful as fluorescent sensors, mechanochromic
luminescent materials, optoelectronic devices, and a self-assembled building block with
superstructures to name few applications. The core structure of TPE is shown in Fig. 1.16.

Fig. 1.16 Chemical structure of tetraphenylethylene (TPE)
In the structure of TPE, central olefin stator is surrounded by four phenyl rings at the periphery. In the
aggregate state, non-planar TPE possesses propeller-like conformation, in contrast, dynamic rotations
of the phenyl rings were observed in the solutions. Because of the propeller-like conformation, direct
π−π stacking interactions gets prevented in the solid and aggregate state. In addition to that, many
intermolecular carbon-hydrogen bonds formed between the phenyl ring hydrogens of one TPE
molecule to phenyl rings π–electrons of another TPE molecule which then further lock and stiffen the
TPE conformation upon aggregation. All these features collectively make TPE as a highly fluorescent
in the solid state. Hence as compared to other AIEgens, TPE possess an outstanding AIE effect.
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Fig. 1.17 Chemical structure and Photographs of a solution/suspension of TPE in pure THF and a THFwater mixture containing 90% volume fraction of water taken under illumination of a UV lamp.58
Reprinted from [58] with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2012 by Royal Society
of Chemistry.

Fig. 1.18 The propeller shaped AIE luminogen, tetraphenylethylene (TPE), for example, turns on its
emission upon aggregate formation. The aggregate and solid states of TPE are highly emissive.38
Reprinted from [38] with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright 2016 by Royal Society
of Chemistry. The free rotations of TPE in solution and RIR in solid state.
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TPE is highly soluble in common organic solvents such as DCM, CHCl3, THF, ACN and weakly soluble in
polar solvents such as MeOH. However, it does not have any solubility in the water. In 100% THF
solution, no emission of TPE was observed. Furthermore, with the addition of a weak solvent such as
water (fw = 90%), the TPE molecule aggregates and gives strong emission in THF: water mixture.
As TPE is highly soluble in the organic solvent, i.e., THF, the rotations of phenyl rings in the isolated
TPE molecule around central olefin are highly dynamic which converts the photonic energy into heat.
Because of this conversion, the excited state of TPE molecules undergoes non-radiative decay result
in the non-emission in dilute solution. However, in the solid/aggregate state, exactly opposite process
happen. Upon aggregation, the intramolecular rotation of phenyl rings gets obstructed and prevents
the energy conversion into heat. Although phenyl rings of TPE molecule are in the close vicinity of
each other, the propeller shape of TPE rotors inhibit the π−π stacking of phenyl rings, ultimately
reduces the chances of excimer species formation and the non-radiative channel gets restricted.
Hence, TPE is luminescent in the solid state.

1.3.5.1 Synthesis of TPE, Br-TPE and Br4-TPE
Tetraphenylethylene and their derivatives are easy to synthesize in the laboratory. Before knowing
the AIE property of TPE, it has been prepared by various routes and most intrinsically used by many
researchers for a variety of applications. The various commonly used methods for preparation of TPE
are shown in the Fig. 1.19. De Boissieu group first reported the synthesis of TPE in 1888.126 In their
report, first they brominated the diphenylmethane, followed by heating, purification by distillation
and recrystallization from benzene yielded TPE in good yield.
Wang et al. reported most commonly used method, in which they have used Knoevenagel
condensation reaction: Firstly diphenylmethane (10) was deprotonated using nBuLi in dry THF at 0 °C
followed by the addition of benzophenone (4) to form tertiary alcohol which then further dehydrated
using para-toluene sulphonic acid (pTSA) in toluene. Although it is a widely used method, however,
this approach cannot be used for electron donating substituents on diphenylmethane and
benzophenone.127 McMurry coupling is another widely used method for synthesis of TPE and its
various derivatives. TiCl4 and Zn powder were used in dry THF at -5 oC which mediates the reductive
coupling of benzophenone (4).128 This method also can apply to the synthesis of symmetrical and
unsymmetrical TPE derivatives. Later, Woollins et al. reported a synthesis of TPE by heating aromatic
ketones in toluene in the presence of a woollins reagent.129 Similarly, ytterbium (Yb) in combination
with TiCl4 (cat.) in THF has been reported as a reductive system for the synthesis of TPE from
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aldehydes/ketones.130 In addition to that, few more reactions were also reported for the synthesis of
TPE such as Heck reaction using catalyst like phosphapalladacycle.131

Fig. 1.19 Various synthetic routes for preparation of TPE (1) and 1,1,2,2-tetrakis(4-bromophenyl)
ethene (2).
Moreover, Otura et al. reacted the seleno-benzophenones (5) with diphenyl diazomethane (6) in DCM
at -78°C to afford TPE in high yield. They also showed that reaction of benzophenone hydrazone with
diselenium dibromide using triethylamine (TEA) at room temperature.132
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Furthermore, Tezuka et al. reported the copper catalysed self-coupling of dichloro diphenylmethane
(11) in DMSO at RT resulted 1. 133 Diphenylacetylene (7) undergoes second arylation reaction with a
phenylboronic acid (8) and iodobenzene (9) using palladium acetate in DMSO resulting in
tetraphenylethylene.134
The structural derivatives of TPE such as tetrabromo-tetraphenylethene (Br4-TPE, 2) and bromo-TPE
(Br-TPE, 3) have been synthesised and widely utilized for the development of luminescent materials.
The chemical structure of Br4-TPE (2) and Br-TPE (3) showed in Fig. 1.20.

Fig. 1.20 Chemical structures of Br4-TPE and Br-TPE
Likewise, the synthesis of TPE, Woollins reagent was also utilised for the synthesis of tetrabromo
tetraphenylethylene (2) by heating dibromo benzophenone (12) as shown in Fig. 1.19.132 Simple selfcoupling of dibromo benzophenone (12) in the presence of McMurry reagents also gave 2.135
Compound 2 can be prepared by bromination of 1 using bromine in DCM136 and bromine vapours.137
As like TPE (1) and Br4-TPE (2), Br-TPE (3) is another important intermediate and commonly involved
in the synthesis of various derivatives of TPE. The general methods were reported for the syntheses
of 3 are shown in Fig. 1.21. The entirely new method was reported where aqueous media replaced
the organic solvents to overcome the problem of solvents on an industrial scale. In this approach,
diphenylacetylene (7) reacts with 4-bromo-iodobenzene (13) and phenylboronic acid (8) in the
presence of three phase microemulsion/sol-gel transport system using K2CO3 and palladium acetate
as a catalyst which further recycled upon completion of the reaction.138 Rathore et al. also reported
the condensation of 4-bromo benzophenone (14) and diphenylmethane (10) using nBuLi followed by
dehydration in the presence of pTSA in toluene to generate 3139 which is one of a commonly used
method for preparation of 3.
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Fig. 1.21 Synthetic methods for 1-(4-Bromophenyl)-1, 2, 2-triphenylethene (3).
Cross Mcmurry coupling has been reported for the synthesis of unsymmetrical tetraarylethylenes.
Compound 3 has prepared by reacting 4-amino benzophenone (15) with benzophenone (4) in the
presence of TiCl4, Zn powder and pyridine in anhydrous THF,140 which then followed by diazotization
and bromination afforded 1-(4-Bromophenyl)-1,2,2-triphenylethene, 3. Later on, Duan et al. reported
the direct cross McMurry coupling reaction between 14 and 4 and reduced one step compared to
earlier said McMurry procedure.141
Overall, literature protocols clearly shows that there is enough development to synthesise starting
TPE based material and derivaties with possible application. With all these published synthetic
methods, many TPE derivatives have been synthesised and utilised for a variety of applications.
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1.3.6 Applications of AIE active TPE luminogen
AIE phenomenon opened the new door for applications of many luminogen which aren’t viable as
they suffered from solid state fluorescence quenching process. So far, high numbers of AIEgens have
been developed and utilised for major applications. The unusual characteristic of AIE activity in TPE
anticipated that TPE derivatives could use for various high-tech applications in the real world. In this
section, the applications of AIE active TPE luminogens are explored. So far the proposed applications
of TPE derivatives included in the fields however not limits to such as:
1. Electroluminescence devices,142
2. Fluorescent sensors


Bioimaging,83



Chemical sensors

3. Solar cells
4. Smart materials
5. Organogels and so on.

1.3.6.1 Electroluminescence devices
The development of luminescent materials and their applications in optoelectronic devices such as
OLEDs, OFETs has always been of great interest for many years. The OLEDs devices made from planar
molecules such as fluorene, anthracene have been reported since long time however their device
performance was poor because these materials were showed fluorescence quenching in the solid
state. And this leads to the waste of extensive research done for countless years by many research
groups. The discovery of AIE phenomenon have solved the problem of luminescence quenching of
luminogens. Since the discovery of AIE phenomenon, AIEgens such as TPE and their derivatives have
widely utilised in the high-tech applications such as OLEDs and OFETs. The OLED device consist parts
like ITO/NPB/active emitting layer/TPBi/LiF/Al, where ITO is - Indium tin oxide, NPB is - N,N’-bis(1naphthalenyl)-N,N0-bis(phenyl)benzidine serves as hole-transporting layer, active emitting layer - TPE
base AIEgens, TPBi is - 1,3,5-tris(1-phenyl-1H-benzo[d]imidazol-2-yl)-benzene which serves as
electron-transporting layer, Lithium Fluoride (LiF) and Aluminium layer. Many optoelectronic devices
have been fabricated using TPE based AIEgens as an emitting layer in the device which gives better
performance, a broad range of emission colours and an excellent stability of the device. Many devices
were reported which fabricated from TPE derivatives, and most of them showed blue light emission.
Some of the TPE derivatives listed in this topic shows light emission in different colours and covers the
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whole range of visible light such as blue, red, green, orange, etc. Out of them some of the selected
blue light emitting AIEgens shown in Fig. 1.22.

Fig. 1.22 Chemical structures of TPE based blue light emitter AIEgens.
The newly designed AIEgen 73143 consist of central pyrene core surrounded by four TPE at the
periphery. As we are aware of that pyrene is fluorescent aromatic polycyclic hydrocarbon however
readily undergoes - interaction results in the quenching of its fluorescence in the solid state.
However, when four TPE units were attached to the central pyrene, its fluorescent did not quench in
the solid films because of RIR and become useful for OLEDs applications. The device fabricated using
73 as an emitting layer gave the best electroluminescence (EL) performance. It was emitted blue light
at 488 nm and turns on at 3.6 V. The maximum luminance (Lmax) provided by the device was up to 36
300 cd m-2 with current and power efficiencies of 12.3 cd A-1 and 7.0 lm W-1 respectively. The maximum
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external EL efficiency is very high reached to 5.0 % makes the device most dynamic OLEDs made from
pure organic emitters.
Triphenylamine (TPA) is a commonly used hole-transporting material in building the EL devices but
suffers from ACQ effect. However, the device fabricated from TPA and TPE 74144 emitted sky blue light
at 492 nm, turn on at 3.6 V, with maximum luminance and efficiencies of 15480 cd/m2, 8.6 cd/A, 5.3
lm/W, and 3.4 %. Below table 1.3.6.1.1 shows the performances of all blue light emitting OLEDs
devices fabricated from above mentioned TPE derivatives.

1.3.6.1.1 Performances of blue light emitting OLEDs device fabricated from
TPE derivatives
max

Von

C

P

Lmax

EL

73143



3.6





36 300



74144



3.6





15480



75145



3.9





1718



76146



4.0





13 650



77147



3.7





2497

C

TPE derivatives
(Emitting layer)

Abbreviations: max = emission maximum (nm), Von = turn-on voltage (V), C = maximum current
efficiency (cd/A), P = maximum power efficiency (lm/W), Lmaxmaximum luminance (cd m-2), EL =
maximum external EL efficiency (%), CIE = Commission International de l’Eclairage coordinate.
In this regards, Huang et al. reported the series of blue light emitter EL devices. They were simply
made from two TPE units in different positions such as oTPE-mTPE, oTPE-pTPE, mTPE-mTPE (75) and
mTPE-pTPE.145 Similar to TPA, carbazole (Cz) is another well-known hole -transporting unit used in
OLEDs devices, however, suffer from ACQ effect. The EL device fabricated from carbazole and three
TPE units not shows pure blue light emission.146 In this regards, Li’s group reported series of non-doped
pure blue light emitter including 77147 made from benzene cored TPE fluorophore with one, two and
three TPE units at the periphery. Furthermore, they also reported the two new TPE systems as an
active emitter contains TPE-fluorene and TPE with two carbazole unit which gave beautiful blue light
emission.148 In another report, Jadhav et al. synthesised a series of non-doped blue light emitting
devices fabricated from TPE-imidazole moiety.149
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Thus, it is possible to build up the variety of AIEgens covering the entire visible region light emission
because of the RIM process in the luminogens. So far reported red emitters were mostly planar
molecules or having D--A arrangement in their large structure which often resulted in the ACQ effect
in the thin films and decrease in the EL efficiency.150 The electron withdrawing thiadiazole unit in all
the reported derivatives helps emitters to show light emission in the red region.151

Fig. 1.23 Chemical structures of TPE based red and orange light emitter AIEgens.
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Li et al. have prepared two thermally stable red light emitters by combining D--A system (D = TPA
and A-thiadiazole, thiophene as a -spacer) with two AIE moieties, i.e., TPE 78 and triphenylethene
79.152 The red and orange light emitter AIEgens are shown in Fig. 1.23.
The non-doped OLED device was fabricated using red and orange light emitter 78 gave the excellent
EL performances. So far, this emitter serves as highly efficient brightest red emitter for non-doped
OLED gives C = 6.81 cd A-1, P = 4.96 lm W-1, EL = 2.88% with the maximum luminance of 13535 cd
m-2 respectively as compared to 79. Tang group reported a series of three new red emitters 80, 81 and
82 made up from TPE-thiadiazole, TPE-thiadiazole-TPE and 2(TPE-thiadiazole unit and only 82
showed orange light emission in OLED device with a maximum luminance of 8330 cd m-2, C = 6.4 cd
A-1,EL = 3.1%.

Fig. 1.24 Chemical structures of TPE based turquoise and green light emitter AIEgens.
Like blue, red and orange light emitters, turquoise and green light OLED emitters reported, and some
of them are shown in Fig. 1.24. The blended mixture of 73 and 82 AIEgen was used to fabricate the
non-doped white light OLED (WOLED) able to give white light emission. 151
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Also, Tanyeli group142 reported the series of N-heteroatom attached TPE derivatives such as 83, 84, 85
and 86 with high thermal stability and behaves as turquoise and green colour light emitters for OLEDs
application. They have shown maximum luminance of 2600 cd m-2, turn on between 6.4 and 9.7 V,
maximum current efficiency up to 3.6 cd A-1, andEL = 1.5 %.

1.3.6.2 Fluorescent sensors
The invention of AIE phenomenon not only solves the problem of ACQ luminophore but also furnish
the new luminescent materials for diverse applications. Researchers have introduced the emissive
derivative as luminescent sensors into the biological and chemical system to utilise the turn on-off
process happen in the AIEgens. Knowing the capability of TPE AIEgens that is nonluminescent when
dissolved in the solution and its emission turn on in the solid state. Taking advantage of the AIE
phenomenon, TPE emissive materials have frequently utilised in applications such as selective and
sensitive detection of metals, ions, solvents, cell imaging as bioprobe and chemosensors.89 The AIE
fluorosensors can further classify as
1. Biosensors153 for cancer cell imaging, intracellular pH detection154, protein sensing, DNA
marking, mitochondria imaging, etc. and
2. Chemosensors for CO2,155,156, nitroaromatic compounds/explosives,136 sulphur detection,
metal sensing157,158 and so on.

1.3.6.2.1 Biosensor/Bioprobes
While making the AIE luminogen for biosensing, it is crucial to take account of few critical parameters
such as solubility, sensitivity, toxicity, and AIE activity of luminogen. The main aim of designed
fluorescent bioprobe is to study the complex chemical processes inside the biological cells.159 So far,
several luminogens including polymeric, inorganic and organic probes have been reported for
biosensing application; however, organic bioprobes commonly used because of its easy processability,
synthesis, and variations in the structures. Out of that, organic luminogens showing AIE activity have
gained a lot of attention because of luminescence phenomenon in the aggregate state as compared
to other luminogens which show ACQ in the solid state. So many AIEgens were reported as bioprobes;
in this part, the focus is on the TPE bioprobes for biosensing application. Few selected TPE-bioprobes
are enlisted in Fig. 1.25.
Tang group have reported two novel TPE-substituted derivatives such as 87160 and 88161 for distinct
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mitochondrial imaging. They also reported another TPE based AIEgen 89 bearing sulphonic acid moiety
for intracellular pH detection.162 The first generation of TPE derivatives such as 90,89 91163 were water
soluble and have been utilised for detection of protein sensing, label-free fluorescent DNA probe, and
for enzyme activities, respectively.

Fig. 1.25 Chemical structures of TPE based AIEgens as bioprobes.
Recently, Liu and group have published new red emissive TPE derivative which generates singlet
oxygen for photodynamic therapy (PDT) of cancer cells.164 Another red light emitting AIE dye has been
prepared and communicated by the same group for imaging, detection, and destruction of gram +ve
bacteria.165

1.3.6.2.2 Chemosensors
Like bioprobes, TPE dyes have been reported as chemosensors for selective detection of chemicals
like sugars, metal ions, nitroaromatic compounds, amino acids, gasses as well for pH and temperature
detection. It is well known that the sugar produced in the metabolism process is essential to human
life, however, excess generation of sugar is dangerous for health especially in the patients suffers from
diseases like diabetes. Teramae and Norrild reported that boronic acid reacts with sugar and forms
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boronate ester complex with sugar in water.166,167 Similarly, Tang group presented a new simple TPE
luminogen 92168 for selective detection of D-glucose molecules in the solution. This AIEgen has two
binding sites i.e. boronic acid groups, which selectively binds to D-glucose molecules in the presence
of other sugar molecules such as D-mannose or D-galactose. The dye TPE-MI adduct 93 is actually AIE
inactive in solution and solid state. However, it showed strong emission upon detection of thiols in
the living cells as thiol substituents added to MI pendant turn on the emission of dye.169 The chemical
structures of TPE luminogens 92 and 93 for sensing of D-glucose and thiols are shown in Fig. 1.26.

Fig. 1.26 Chemical structures of TPE based AIEgens as chemosensors for D-glucose and thiols.
Moreover, the de-methyl derivative of 93 was shown to be useful as a paper-based fluorescent
chemosensor for the naked eye detection of acetylcholine assay and organophosphorus pesticides.170
Nevertheless, TPE dyes have also been utilised as “turn-on” fluorescent sensors for selective
detection of metal ions, and their respective complexes or compounds in the solution and biological
systems. Their chemical structures are shown in Fig. 1.27. Heavy metal ions such as mercury (Hg2+), is
a hazardous pollutant and silver (Ag+) or their complexes showed severe and harmful environmental
and biological effects. Interestingly, Zhang et al. have reported AIE dye 94 as a simultaneous cationanion sensor for Hg2+ and hydrogen sulfate anions.171 This was a novel sensor which simultaneously
detects Hg2+ and hydrogen sulfate anions. Likewise, Zhu’s group also reported two different new turnon chemosensors 95 and 96 for the selective detection of Hg2+ and Ag+ by featuring AIE active TPE
motif with thymine for Hg2+ and with adenine for Ag+ discovery.158 Recently, Lee group have been used
a classic peptide-based TPE chemosensor for highly selective and sensitive detection of heavy metals
such Hg2+ in aqueous solution as well as in the live cells. 172 The AIEgen 97 was able to detect Ag+ ions
selectively over 12 other metal ions.157
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Fig. 1.27 Chemical structures of TPE based AIEgens as chemosensors for Hg2+ and Ag+ metal ions.
Collectively extensive research was reported to use of TPE derivatives for the selective detection of
volatile organic compounds, solvents, and explosives. Some of the selected derivatives of TPE are
shown in Fig. 1.28. A simple AIE luminogen 98 made up of from TPE, and two phenyl pendants showed
the sensing activity for detection of volatile organic solvent such as CHCl3, THF, etc. however failed to
demonstrate the selectivity for specific solvent.173 Xie group was discovered the first thermally stable
halogen bonded organic framework (HOF) 99 for sensing of nitroaromatic compounds with quenching
and enhancement mechanism of AIE.136 Another TPE organoplatinum complex material has been
utilised for sensing of nitroaromatic compounds.174 Trace amount of nitrate and nitrite ions present
in the water can be detected by using amino-TPE via formation of diazo salt. 175
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Fig. 1.28 Chemical structures of TPE based AIEgens as chemosensors for nitroaromatic compounds
and organic solvents.
The preparation of fluorescent chemosensor based on TPE derivatives for trivalent cations over mono
and divalent cations have been reported, and their chemical structures are shown in Fig. 1.29. The TPE
derivative 100 have showed the splendid detection capability for trivalent cations such as Cr3+, Fe3+,
and Al3+ simultaneously over their mono and divalent cations however not showed the selectivity for
single metal cation.176

Fig. 1.29 Chemical structures of TPE based AIEgens as a chemosensor for CO2 gas, and metal ions
such as Cu2+, Fe3+.
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Excess carbon dioxide (CO2) in any state dissolved or gaseous is harmful to live beings. Scientists have
utilised AIE phenomenon of TPE compounds for detection, capture, and removal of CO2 gas in the
environment.177,155,156 A cage type TPE Schiff’s base macrocycle 101 was quickly prepared for the
sensitive and selective detection of copper ions from water even dissolved copper in the live tissues.178
Another TPE chemosensor 102 was isolated for Cu2+ and histidine detection respectively.179 Dong
group also displayed the activity of TPE-rhodamine chemosensors for Cu2+ and Fe3+ in water.180
Along with bio- and chemo-sensors, TPE based macromolecules also proved the ability for detection
of intracellular pH

181,162,182,154

and temperature,183 differentiation between the polar solvents,184

hydrogen sulfide gas sensing,185 and so on.

1.3.6.3 Solar cells
A simple definition of the solar cell is the electrical device which used for the conversion of light energy
into electrical energy by the photovoltaic effect.186 In 1839, the first generation solar cell was reported
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and second generation solar cell reported for amorphous semiconductor materials such as

cadmium sulfide (CdS) or cadmium telluride (CdTe).
In this regard, Dong et al. have reported the luminescent down system (LDS) molecules made up from
tetraphenylethylene motif 103, 104 and 105 for CdTe solar cell applications188 where TPE serves as a
donor as well as AIE active moiety and dicyano groups are acceptors in the structures. In addition to
inorganic materials, photovoltaic solar cells were also reported using at least one small or large organic
or polymer compounds while fabrication referred them as organic photovoltaic solar cells. The
configuration

of

any

solar

cell

consists

of

parts

like

cathode

layer/acceptor/donor

layer/anode/substrate. In organic solar cells, instead of using two separate layers of acceptor and
donor, a single active layer of a blended mixture of acceptor: donor reported for better performance
of solar cells and these kind of solar cells were classified as bulk heterojunction solar cell (BHJ)
devices.189 It has been observed that fullerenes work exceptionally well as an acceptor and for
improving the BHJ organic solar cells performance as they have excellent electron transport mobility.
However, the fullerene materials suffer from severe drawbacks such as poor absorption properties,
complicated synthesis, and tedious purification procedures which add up to their cost and make them
expensive materials and ultimately raise the price of the device. So far, it’s been a significant
development in the field of BHJ solar cells using organic materials in the active layers. However, so far
very few AIE active materials were reported in the application of solar cells. First report by Yan group
who synthesised 3D non-fullerene acceptor 106 consists of central TPE unit surrounded by four
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perylene diimide (PDI) at the periphery of BHJ organic solar cells with power conversion efficiency
(PCE) of 5.53%.190 The typical chemical structures used for solar cells of TPE derivatives as an acceptor
are shown in the Fig.1.30.

Fig. 1.30 Chemical structures of TPE derivatives for BHJ organic solar cell applications.

1.3.6.4 Smart materials
Furthermore, the application of TPE derivatives as smart materials is evaluated. “Smart” materials are
the materials which change their fluorescent properties such as colour, emission with external stimuli
processes or environmental conditions such as pressure, temp., solvents, photonic irradiation,
heating, storage and electric fields. The unique property of colour change in different conditions
makes the smart material to be utilised for various applications such as security papers, storage
devices, security inks, sensors, chemical indicators.191 Depending on the conditions for colour change
in smart material, the chromic effect of smart materials can further classify as
1. Mechanochromism – In this, the colour change observed due to the application of external
mechanical actions.
2. Piezofluorochromism – This phenomenon observes due to the application of mechanical
pressure.
3. Thermochromism – Applying heat results in the change in colour of a chemical compound.
4. Vapochromism – In this effect, the colour of the dye changed due to the vapours of organic
compounds.
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5. Solvatochromism – In solvatochromism, the colour of the chemical compound changes with a
change in the solvent polarity. This phenomenon is entirely depending on the polarity of the
solvent. Blue shift in the emission observed in polar solvent which is nothing but the negative
solvatochromism. However, the red shift in nonpolar solvent corresponds to positive
solvatochromism.192
6. Chrono-chromism – The colour of the compound changes with the passage of the time.
7. Acidifluorochromism – Here the colour of the compounds changes when in contact with the
acidic medium.
The classification of chromic effects is shown in the Fig. 1.31

Fig.1.31 Smart materials and their chromic effects.
Until now, the recorded smart materials have the ability to change only one property in one-way
fashion and unable to show the reversible behaviour. The research on reversible mechanochromic
smart materials for two properties was rarely reported. Recently, it was observed that many AIE
systems have commonly showed the chromic effect of luminescence change upon external force and
reason suggested for this photophysical phenomenon was the deviation occurs in molecular packing
of AIEgens upon external charge. These kind of original materials have gained a considerable interest
because of their applications in various fields such as data storage/storage device, pressure sensors,
metal sensor,193 security inks,194 optoelectronic devices, and so on. Here in this section, some of the
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TPE AIEgens listed which can act as smart materials and shows mechanochromic properties for specific
applications.
The TPE AIEgen 107 is a pH-dependent fluorescent probe for selective detection of arginine (Arg) and
lysine (Lys) between 16 other amino acids, successfully showed the solvatochromism and
mechanochromism phenomenon as shown in Fig. 1.32. It changes the colour of powder from green
to orange and orange to yellow upon grinding, fuming and heating process, respectively.195
Interestingly, for the first time Xu group reported a simple metal compound as a multi-stimuli
responsive fluorescent switch. This compound can show chromic effects like piezofluorochromism,
vapochromism, thermochromism, and acidifluorochromism.196 Similarly, the (E)-stereoisomer of TPEcored luminogens 108 showed rich chromic effects, like mechano-, piezo-, thermo-, vapo-, and
chronochromisms.197

Fig. 1.32 Chemical structures of TPE based smart materials and chromic process.
Other than this, TPE luminogen have also extensively used in various applications, however, due to
the space limit of the thesis, only selected applications of TPE derivatives have mentioned in this
section. Additionally, few more examples of AIE active luminogens are enlisted in the table 1.3.7.
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1.3.7 Additional examples of AIE active TPE macromolecules
Entry

Chemical structure

Reference

109198

198

110198

198

111199
199

57

112199
199

113199

199

114-117200
200

118135
135
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1.4 Literature limitations and project aims
Since 2001, the research in the field of Aggregation Induced Emission (AIE) phenomenon is growing
day by day, and today, it becomes the second most highly researched topic in the world. This event
provides the solution for fluorescence quenching (ACQ) problem of many luminescent materials in
their aggregate and solid state which inhibits these materials in the real-world applications.
Considering the fact, till now a variety of AIEgens have been developed. Tetraphenylethylene is one
of highly studied AIEgen for multiple applications. The literature review here already presented some
of the important applications of TPE derivatives in various fields.
However, the applications of AIE active TPE derivative in some of the fields are still needs to examine.
Here, within the scope of this thesis, the applications of novel tetraphenylethylene derivatives are
studied and described such as
1. Reversible pH sensor in solution and live cells
2. Multifunctional fluorescent probe
3. An artificial light harvesting antenna
4. Sterically hindered AIE active luminogen
5. Conversion of ACQ material to AIE material and
6. Solution processable bulk-heterojunction solar cell
TPE is a classical dye and exhibit significant AIE activity. It is weakly emissive in the solvents and highly
emissive in the solid and aggregate state. So far, TPE derivatives have been used for many
technological applications including sensing, smart materials, etc. Interestingly, it has functionalized
as fluorescent sensors for various metal ions detection such as Hg2+, Ag+, Cu2+ and so on. However, the
application of TPE derivative, i.e., Py-TPE for pH sensing in solution and live cells was rarely reported.
The first time, here Py-TPE is reported as a simple and reversible fluorescent pH sensor in the solution
and live cells. Secondly, its substituted derivative TPy-TPE salt behaves as a multifunctional fluorescent
probe for various applications. A single probe with multifunctionality was designed and synthesised.
This multifunctional probe exhibits excellent AIE activity and mechanochromic property which can be
employed as smart material. When it is utilised for cellular imaging, it showed better selectivity as
compared with commonly used dye for imaging. Commonly used dye propidium iodide (PI) confuses
with the results as it bleeds through in green channel, however, the reported TPy-TPE dye is green
fluorescent dye and does not bleed through in red channel. In addition to that, when employed as
DNA marker for DNA separation study in comparison with commercial dye ethidium bromide, this
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probe gave better DNA separation over conventional dye. The cell cycle analysis also gave comparable
results with traditional dye PI and offered a non-toxic, bio-friendly alternative to PI.
Nextly, we are aware of that the photosynthesis is a very important natural process. In this process, a
collection of sunlight is a crucial factor. And for this purpose, nature has developed large antenna
system which collects sunlight very efficiently. The primary role of these antenna systems is to collect
the sunlight efficiently and then transfer the collected /absorbed energy directly to the reaction
centre. Until now, extensive research has been performed to understand the actual working
mechanism of photosynthesis and structures of natural harvesting systems. Natural light harvesting
(LH) system in purple colour bacteria is a well-studied and commonly used as a model for making
artificial antenna systems. In the LH2 complex, porphyrins are arranged in the ring of the turbine. Their
primary function is the absorption, storage and transfer of light energy to the reaction centre. For
mimicking the natural photosynthesis, various complex structures have been synthesised but suffered
from low yield, multistep synthesis, and importantly they have made-up of a covalent bond. However,
to study exactly similar photosynthesis process in green plant and living bacteria, it is necessary to
make a donor-acceptor system which self-assembled into LH2 type arrangement. Keeping the
structure of the LH2 complex in mind and to mimic the natural process, a novel TPE-Por derivative was
designed and synthesised. Newly developed TPE-Por showed ring shaped morphology in polar
solvents which are reminiscent to the LH2 complex and the transient absorption spectroscopy
confirms that it can be a promising candidate for the creation of artificial light harvesting nanodevices.
Furthermore, till date, a lot of simple and small AIEgens have been reported and employed for various
applications however AIE activity in the sterically hindered system is rarely reported. It is well known
that non-planarity and restriction of intramolecular rotations play a great role to be an AIE active
luminogen. In this way, a stearically hindered new luminogen HTCA was designed and synthesised to
investigate the AIE activity in the bulky system. The HTCA is non-planar molecule however its AIE
activity was confirmed by the solution study. It provided a great AIE activity in a mixture of solvents
and in solid state and able to show the mechanochromic property.
Importantly, naphthalene diimide has shown significant electro-optical properties in recent days. It’s
applications in various fields and properties have gained wider attention. However, it suffered from
concentration quenching effect; typically, it is an ACQ dye and hence limit its applications as a
luminescent material. The aim of this study is to convert the ACQ active NDI dye into AIE active dye.
The synthesis of TPE cored NDI was designed, and the effect of TPE on NDI core was studied by solution
based AIE activity and by self-assembly study.
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Furthermore, solar cells are the electrical device commonly used for the conversion of the sunlight
energy directly into the electrical power or electricity. A huge research and development have been
reported in various types of solar cell devices. In the organic solar cells, a blend of acceptor and donor
layer is used as an active layer which helps for better performance of solar cells, and they were called
as bulk heterojunction solar cells. Fullerene is commonly and widely used traditional acceptor for
various type of solar cells as it helps to improve the power conversion efficiency of the solar cell.
However, these acceptors have some limitations over other acceptors. The synthesis and purification
procedures of the fullerene acceptors are complicated which collectively increased their cost and
hence fullerene acceptors and solar cells made from these acceptors are highly expensive. These
drawbacks forced people to develop new non-fullerene acceptors which will give better performance
at low cost. To become an ideal non-fullerene acceptor, chromophore must have a highly conjugated
structure which will help to encourage the device performance. Keeping the fact in mind, fourdirectional, non-fullerene, highly conjugated acceptor 4D was designed and synthesised. The device
prepared using 4D as an acceptor able to give PCE of 3.86%, and high voltage current Voc 1.18 V.

1.4.1 Project aims
The overall objective of this PhD thesis can simplify as
1. The preparation of simple and easy pH sensor for a solution and live cells.
2. Design, synthesis and utilisation of multifunctional probe for cancer cell imaging, DNA marking
and for cell cycle analysis.
3. The design and synthesis/creation of promising derivative for artificial light harvesting
nanodevices.
4. Design, synthesis and evaluation of AIE activity in the sterically hindered large system.
5. Conversion of ACQ effect/problem of naphthalene diimide (ACQ system) into AIE system.
6. Design and synthesis of a non-fullerene acceptor for solution processable BHJ device.
The procedure for the synthesis of these derivatives is straightforward and efficient with their
yields.
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1.5 Outline of the chapters 2-5
1.5.1 Outline of “Precise aggregation-induced emission enhancement via H + sensing and
its use in ratiometric detection of intracellular pH values.”
The Py-TPE derivative was synthesised and utilised for pH detection in the solution and live cells. PyTPE motif (Fig. 1.33) have been synthesised by heating Br4-TPE and pyridine-4-boronate ester in the
presence of Pd-tetrakis, 2M Na2CO3 in dimethoxyethane for 16 h yielded the desired compound in
excellent yield. The resulting derivative was then used as a reversible probe for acid-base sensing in
solution and live cells. This derivative undergoes protonation and deprotonation process. It gets
protonated in the acidic medium and deprotonates back in basic medium. This process is reversible
and works as a perfect dye for pH detection as it can be utilised again and again. The Py-TPE on
protonation using TFA a strong acid changes colour from light yellow to dark green fluorescent in three
different solvents, however, upon addition of base triethylamine (TEA) deprotonation of protonated
species was observed. The protonation and deprotonation event in Py-TPE confirmed by naked eye
colour change, UV-Vis, fluorescence measurement and by SEM images. The protonated species shows
the formation of needle shaped large crystal however unprotonated species does not form such kind
of supramolecular assembly. Furthermore, it was also found useful for pH detection inside the living
cells. The live cells showed fluorescence in the green channel at pH=3, and fluorescence in the blue
channel at neutral and basic pH.

Fig.1.33 Chemical structure of Py-TPE used for the study

1.5.2 Outline of “Synthesis of a tetraphenylethene-substituted tetrapyridium salt with
multifunctionality: Mechanochromism, Cancer cell imaging, and DNA marking.”
In this section, the TPy-TPE derivative (Fig. 1.34) was synthesised and found a promising candidate
with multi-functionality as discussed below. The TPy-TPE salt dye was prepared by reacting Br4-TPE
with pyridyl-4-boronate ester yielded Py-TPE which then on further reaction with bromoethane in
DMF to obtain TPy-TPE salt in good yield.
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It is highly fluorescent material and showed a great AIE activity in the solid and aggregate state.
Furthermore, it behaved as a mechanochromic luminescent material detected by grinding, fuming and
heating process. It showed reversibility in all the process and confirmed that it can be use as the smart
material. The cytotoxicity studies were performed which confirmed the nontoxicity of the compound
in cells at high concentration and for a longer period. When it was used for cancer cell detection, it
showed fluorescence in the green channel and did not bleed through in the red channel, however,
standard red dye (PI) bleed through in the green channel and confuses the actual results. A
comparative study was performed for DNA marking between commercially available dye (EtBr) and
sub-TPy-TPE dye. The TPy-TPE dye showed better DNA separation in the gel at 5 L concentration than
commercial dye. Cell cycle analysis was almost similar like the commonly used dye and hence can be
employed as an alternative to commercially available dyes as commercial dyes are toxic to cells.

Fig.1.34 Chemical structure of TPy-TPE salt used for the study
In summary, it found as a mechanochromic luminescent material, promising candidate for cancer cell
imaging over commercial dye and shows selectivity for DNA marking as compared to standard
material. Moreover, it can use an alternative to conventional dye for cell cycle analysis.

1.5.3 Outline of “Tetraphenylethene - Based Star Shaped Porphyrins: Synthesis, Selfassembly, and Optical and Photophysical study.”
A TPE capped -conjugated porphyrin derivative was designed and synthesised. It showed the
formation of ring-shaped morphology in polar solvents and aggregate like structure in the nonpolar
solvents which was reminiscent to natural light harvesting complexes in purple colour bacteria.
Moreover, the light absorption and energy transfer process in TPE-Por was studied using timeresolved transient absorption spectroscopy. The physical and redox properties of the derivatives was
investigated. The result obtained from these studies confirmed that the TPE-Por undergoes absorption
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and energy transfer process and hence can utilise as an active material for the generation of artificial
light-harvesting antenna systems. The structure of TPE-Por is shown in Fig. 1.35

Fig.1.35 Chemical structure of TPE-Por used for the study.

1.5.4 Outline of “Aggregation-induced emission of a star-shaped luminogen based on
cyclohexanehexone substituted with AIE active tetraphenylethylene functionality.”
Stearically hindered HTCA was prepared by reacting cyclohexanehexone octahydrate and TPE-amine
in AcOH at 135 oC for 16 h. The prepared product was stable at high temp, in acidic and in basic
conditions. When HTCA was molecularly dissolved in THF, it was non-emissive. However, it is highly
emissive in the aggregate and solid films. With the increase in the percentage of water in THF, its
fluorescence increases slowly. Whereas, beyond fw=40%, the emission intensity drastically enhanced
because of formation of aggregates in the solution and confirms the AIE activity of HTCA.
It's mechanochromic properties were also investigated by performing grinding, fuming and heating
processes. Fluorescence and SEM study confirmed the reversibility of grinding and fuming process.
The SEM and XRD result also confirmed the amorphous and crystalline nature of powders upon
mechanochromism.
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Fig. 1.36 Chemical structure of HTCA used for the study

1.5.5 Outline of “Solvophobic control aggregation-induced emission of
tetraphenylethene substituted naphthalene-diimide via intramolecular charge transfer.”
The aim of this study is i) to convert an ACQ dye, naphthalene diimide (NDI) into AIE dye TPE-NDI and
ii) to check the effect of TPE substitution on NDI core for self-assembly.
The 2-TPEcNDI and 2, 6-DTPEcNDI (Fig. 1.37) derivatives were prepared by reacting Br-NDI with TPEamine in the presence of K2CO3 in DMF at 80 oC to yield 2-TPEcNDI and grinding a mixture Br2-NDI with
CuSO4, K2CO3 and TPE-amine and resultant powder heated at 130 oC for 3-days produced 2, 6DTPEcNDI respectively. These derivatives are non-emissive when completely soluble in solvents and
emissive in the aggregate state. The AIE activity of these two compounds was studied in different
percentage of mixture of solvents, and it was noted that in the soluble solvents such as THF, CHCl3, 2TPEcNDI and 2, 6-DTPEcNDI were totally non-emissive. However, beyond fw=40% in THF, fm = 70% in
CHCl3 and fh=90% in CHCl3, they formed aggregate and becomes emissive. These results were
confirmed the AIE activity of these two molecules in a mixture of different solvents. The formation of
self-assembly of 2-TPEcNDI and 2, 6-DTPEcNDI was studied by SEM which showed the formation of
fibrils, crystalline rods, belt-like and elongated ribbons, crystalline needles in different percentage of
mixture of solvents respectively.
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Fig. 1.37 Chemical structure of 2-TPEcNDI and 2, 6-DTPEcNDI used for the study.
The derivatives prepared here are converted from ACQ dye into AIE dye. The original species, NDIcore is planar in shape. In the solid state, - stacking interactions between the aromatic cores
deactivates the excited state non-radiatively and results in the non-emission of molecules in the solid
state. However, when it was functionalized with TPE, the phenyl rings in the TPE behaves as rotors
and undergoes rotating movements in the solution. However, in the solid state, their intramolecular
rotations in the phenyl rings of TPE get restricted as they are in close proximity. Moreover, in the solid
state, the planar NDI core do no undergo - stacking because of propeller shape of TPE which also
helps to activate the radiative channel and eventually the emission of the molecule in the aggregate
state.

1.5.6 Outline of “Construction of a highly efficient near-IR solid emitter based on
Naphthalene Diimide with AIE- active tetraphenylethylene periphery.”
Similarly, like 2-TPEcNDI and 2, 6-DTPEcNDI, another AIE active core was prepared by substituting four
TPE units onto the NDI core. i.e., TPE4-NDI (Fig. 1.38) and was studied the effect of TPE substitution
on NDI core using self-assembly.

Fig. 1.38 Chemical structure of TPE4-NDI used for the study
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The AIEgen was prepared by grinding powders of Br4-NDI, CuSO4, K2CO3 and TPE-amine and resultant
powder heated at 130 oC for 3-days. The TPE4-NDI is AIE active in fh=90% and fh = 70% mixture. The
self-assembly formed by TPE4-NDI in different percentage of fh, fm and fw was much better than the
self-assemblies of 2-TPEcNDI and 2, 6-DTPEcNDI. The formation of hollow spheres, crystallites fibrils,
and leaf like aggregate formation was observed.

1.5.7 Outline of “A four-directional non-fullerene acceptor based on
tetraphenylethylene and diketopyrrolopyrrole functionalities for efficient photovoltaic
devices with a high open-circuit voltage of 1.18 V.”
A non-fullerene, four directional, highly conjugated 4D acceptor, i.e., TPE- DPP4 derivative (Fig. 1.39)
for a solar cell, was designed and synthesised by reacting Br4-TPE with DPP-boronate ester in the
presence of Pd-tetrakis, 2M Na2CO3 in dimethoxyethane at 110 oC for 16 h. The 4D has displayed a
high stability, solubility in commonly used solvents and excellent absorption in the solution and the
film. The energy level was matching with traditionally used donor polymer, P3HT and the device were
prepared using 4D as an acceptor gave an excellent high voltage current Voc 1.18 V and provided a PCE
of 3.86%. It was one of the best non-fullerene acceptor reported at the time of publication.
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Fig.1.39 Chemical structure of 4D (TPE –DPP4) used for the study.
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1.6 Objectives of the present work
The main aim of this thesis work is to design and synthesis of novel tetraphenylethylene derivatives
as promising candidates for various plausible applications. The work completed in this thesis has
compiled and entitled as “Aggregation-Induced Emission Macromolecules: Structures, properties,
and their supramolecular applications.” This thesis is prepared as a thesis by publications, and all
publications have divided into four chapters.

Chapter 1: In this chapter, the general introduction of the Aggregation-Induced Emission (AIE)
phenomenon, its mechanism, AIEgens specifically tetraphenylethylene (TPE) derivatives, their
applications and the primary objective of this thesis work is discussed.

Chapter 2: This chapter describes the synthesis of Py-TPE and sub. TPy-TPE salt and their applications
as reversible pH sensor and mechanochromic probe with multi-functionality. This work has been
published in two well-reputed journals as
2.1 Rananaware, A.; Bhosale, R. S.; Patil, H.; Kobaisi, M. Al.; Abraham, A.; Shukla, R.; Bhosale, S. V.;
Bhosale, S. V. Precise aggregation-induced emission enhancement via H + sensing and its use
in ratiometric detection of intracellular pH values. RSC Advances. 2014, 4, 59078-59082.
2.2 Rananaware, A.; Abraham, A.; La, D. D.; Mistry, V.; Shukla, R.; Bhosale, S. V. Synthesis of a
tetraphenylethene-substituted

tetrapyridium

salt

with

multifunctionality:

Mechanochromism, Cancer cell imaging, and DNA marking. Australian Journal of Chemistry.
2016, 70, 652-659.

Chapter 3: This chapter describes the synthesis and properties of novel TPE based porphyrin, and AIE
active sterically hindered luminogen and their applications as an artificial light harvesting antenna and
mechanochromic luminescent materials respectively. This work has published in two separate journals
as
3.1 Rananaware, A.; Bhosale, R. S.; Ohkubo, K.; Patil, H.; Jones, L. A.; Jackson, S. L.; Fukuzumi, S.;
Bhosale, S. V.; Bhosale, S. V. Tetraphenylethene - Based Star Shaped Porphyrins: Synthesis, Selfassembly, and Optical and Photophysical study. The Journal of Organic Chemistry. 2015,
80 (8), 3832–3840.
3.2 Rananaware, A.; La, D. D.; Bhosale, S. V. Aggregation-induced emission of a star-shape
luminogen based on cyclohexanehexone substituted with AIE active tetraphenylethylene
functionality. RSC Advances. 2015, 5, 56270-56273.
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Chapter 4: The chapter four describes the synthesis and properties of TPE cored naphthalene diimide
derivatives and its applications as the conversion of an ACQ effect of naphthalene diimide into an AIE
material. This work has been published in two journals as
4.1 Rananaware, A.; La, D. D.; Bhosale, S. V. Solvophobic control aggregation-induced emission of
tetraphenylethene substituted naphthalene-diimide via intramolecular charge transfer. RSC
Advances. 2015, 5, 63130-63134.
4.2 Rananaware, A.; La, D. D.; Jackson, S. M.; Bhosale, S. V. Construction of a highly efficient nearIR solid emitter based on Naphthalene Diimide with AIE- active tetraphenylethylene
periphery. RSC Advances. 2016, 6, 16250–16255.
Chapter 5: In this chapter novel TPE based derivative (4D) was synthesised, and its application as a
non-fullerene acceptor for BHJ solar cell was studied. This work has published as
5.1 Rananaware, A.; Gupta, A.; Li, J.; Bilic, A.; Jones, L. A.; Bhargava, S.; Bhosale, S. V. A fourdirectional non-fullerene acceptor based on tetraphenylethylene and diketopyrrolopyrrole
functionalities for efficient photovoltaic devices with a high open-circuit voltage of 1.18 V.
Chemical Communications. 2016, 52 (55), 8522-8525.

Chapter 6: The chapter six describes the overall summary of the research carried out in the Ph.D
candidature and the future work that could be carrying out in this research field.
6.1 Conclusion
6.2 Future work
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

The fluorescence quenching in the aggregate state was the biggest problem in fundamental
applications of solution processable luminescent materials. It was observed in many organic
luminophores that emission quenching was often reduced partially or entirely when they form
aggregates in the solution or solid state. The emission quenching process in the aggregate state limits
the technological applications of these luminophores. This concentration quenching problem was
named as aggregation-caused quenching and showed by most of the aromatic hydrocarbons.1, 2 Many
efforts have been tried to lessen the ACQ problem of common luminogens become eventually
impractical. Prof. Tang introduced an extraordinary phenomenon which was worked exceptionally
well for fluorescence quenching problem of conventional ACQ dyes. In this phenomenon, instead of
worrying for fluorescence quenching in the condensed phase, one can enjoy the emission
enhancement of the luminescent materials in the aggregate state. The event was named as
aggregation-induced emission and is exactly opposite to ACQ.3 Both phenomenon’s ACQ, and AIE are
associated with aggregation. One, i.e., ACQ is showing quenching of fluorescence upon aggregation
whereas another, i.e., AIE enhances the fluorescence upon aggregation. One event is destructive
however another phenomenon is constructive for emission process of many luminogens. As compared
to ACQ, AIE has intellectual value along with practical implications. This event allows us to employ the
luminogens in any concentration in various applications without affecting other important properties
of materials.
HPS was the first AIE dye which excavates the AIE phenomenon. In addition to that, many new AIE
materials have been developed till date. Tetraphenylethylene (TPE) is another highly used AIE material
utilised for multiple applications.4 Though AIE phenomenon is a highly researched topic, research and
applications of AIE materials especially TPE derivatives in many fields still need to be investigated.
In this thesis, a series of TPE luminogens (derivatives) have designed, synthesised and explored their
potential/practical applications in separate fields such as sensors, bioprobe, light harvesting devices,
ACQ converter, and in the solar cell applications. In summary, this thesis work presents the synthesis
of novel TPE derivatives with AIE activity and exploration of these derivatives in various technological
applications. Our results and findings can be summarised as follows:
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6.1 Summary of the research
(1) pH sensor 5
Tetraphenylethylene derivatives have been utilised for sensing or detection of Hg2+, Ag+, nitrate,
nitrite, nitroaromatic compounds, trivalent cations such as Cr3+, Fe3+, Al3+ and for capture and removal
of CO2 gas.6,7,8,9,10 In the first chapter, a novel reversible acid-base pH sensor, Py-TPE 1 was developed
for sensing of pH in solutions and live cells. The Py-TPE probe has propeller like conformation, exhibit
strong AIE characteristics and showed green fluorescence upon protonation and light-yellow
fluorescence when deprotonate. The protonation and deprotonation process was reversible in acidic
and basic medium, and the enhancement of emission was observed upon protonation in three
different solvents. The reversibility of protonation and deprotonation process was confirmed by naked
eye colour change, UV-Vis, fluorescence, 1H NMR spectroscopy and SEM images. The protonated
species showed the formation of needle shaped self-assembly. However, un-protonated species do
not form any assembly upon solvent evaporation. Furthermore, pH sensing activity of Py-TPE probe
was studied to detect the pH value in live cells. At acidic pH, fluorescence in the green channel and at
higher pH, cells showed fluorescence in the blue channel. Detailed study of Py-TPE as a pH sensor
revealed that this probe could be a better alternative for commonly used pH sensor due to the
reversibility and selectivity in live cells at different pH conditions.

(2) Multifunctional fluorescent probe 11
In an earlier section, Py-TPE was reported as a colorimetric and ratiometric probe for pH detection in
solution and live cells. In recent days, the development of luminescent materials is of great interest
because of their applications in various fields such as OLEDs,
18

12,13

biosensors, 14 chemosensors 15, 16, 17,

and for supramolecular self-assembly. However, a single probe with multifunctionality was rarely

reported. In this regard, the multifunctional sub. TPy-TPE salt was designed and synthesised as
mechanochromic luminescent material, bioprobe for cancer cell imaging, DNA marking, and for cell
cycle analysis. TPy-TPE does exhibit significant AIE activity in the aggregate state. It was nonluminescent in dilute solutions and highly luminescent in solid and aggregate state and followed the
phenomenon of aggregation induced emission. TPE based materials are AIE active, but very few of
them shows the mechanochromic property. Along with AIE activity, TPy-TPE showed mechanochromic
property upon grinding, fuming and heating process. Upon mechanochromism, the colour, nature and
emission of the powder changed from yellow to bright green and crystalline to amorphous powder.
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The mechanochromic behaviour of the dye was confirmed by fluorescence, SEM and XRD studies of
the powder.
Furthermore, the application of TPy-TPE as a fluorescent probe for cell imaging, DNA marking and for
cell cycle analysis was studied. The performance of TPy-TPE dye was comparatively better than
commercially available /used dyes for cell imaging, DNA marking and comparable/almost similar
results were observed for cell cycle analysis experiment.

(3) Artificial light harvesting antenna 19
Photosynthesis is an important natural process happened in the plants in which light energy converted
into chemical energy with the production of carbohydrate and oxygen from CO2 and H20. The
important factor in the photosynthesis is the collection of sunlight efficiently, and for efficient
collection of light, nature has developed a large antenna system which will collect light and transfer
to the reaction centre. Till now, a lot of antenna systems have been studied. However, the light
harvesting (LH) complex in purple colour bacteria is very well studied and commonly used the model
in preparation of artificial light-harvesting antenna. This LH2 complex consists of two
bacteriochlorophylls (BChl) ring systems and 9-carotenoid molecules. In the BChl ring system, one ring
system made up of from porphyrins, and they arranged in a ring of the turbine, and are responsible
for the collection of light efficiently. Considering these factors, here we have tried to mimic the nature
and developed a promising candidate for the creation of artificial light-harvesting antenna device
which is reminiscent of the natural light-harvesting systems.
To mimic the nature, the new TPE capped porphyrin (TPE-Por) was designed, prepared, and it’s selfassembly, and optical, and photophysical properties were studied. The formation of ring-shaped
morphology was monitored and confirmed by UV-Vis, fluorescence, DLS measurement, SEM and TEM
results in polar and non-polar solvents. Both SEM and TEM results were confirmed the formation of
three various types of the well-formed ring like nanostructures in polar solvents and broken, or
particular aggregate formation observed in the non-polar solvents. Furthermore, the energy
absorption and transport in TPE-Por were studied and certified by time-resolved transient absorption
spectroscopy. These studies confirm that TPE-Por can be a promising candidate to generate the
artificial light harvesting antenna device.
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(4) Stearically hindered AIE derivative 20
Another TPE based stearically hindered, stable derivative HTCA was designed, synthesised and its AIE
activity and mechanochromic behaviour were examined. Aggregation induced phenomenon is mostly
observed in the non-planar molecules having rotors in their structure and can undergo restriction of
intramolecular rotation in the solid and aggregate state. So far plenty of small AIE molecules have
been reported. However, AIE activity in highly conjugated and sterically hindered system was rarely
reported. HTCA luminogen was prepared by reacting TPE-amine with cyclohexanehexone octahydrate
at 130 oC in AcOH. It is highly stable in acidic, in basic medium and at high temp. Although it is highly
conjugated and stearically hindered, it is weekly emissive in the dilute solution and emission enhanced
in the aggregate state. With the increase in the percentage of water in THF, the fluorescence intensity
increases slowly, and at a higher proportion of water, the intensity was increased dramatically due to
the formation of aggregates in the solution and confirmed the AIE activity of HTCA.
Furthermore, its application as the mechanochromic luminescent material was studied by grinding,
fuming and heating process. The conversion of crystalline powder into amorphous and then back to
crystalline powder by fuming and heating process proved the piezofluorochromic behaviour of HTCA
and is also confirmed by SEM images. SEM image shows crystalline flake like self-assembly of HTCA
which then broken into amorphous powder upon grinding. This amorphous powder converted into
the crystalline structure after fuming and heating process.
In summary, a highly conjugated and sterically hindered AIE active HTCA has prepared with the
mechanochromic property.

(5) Conversion of ACQ to AIE material 21, 22
Before the discovery of AIE phenomenon, aromatic hydrocarbons were severely suffered from
concentration quenching process. Because of this concentration quenching process, many solution
processable lead luminogens did not find any practical applications. Naphthalene diimide (NDI) is one
of such ACQ suffered dye, hence cannot be used as a mechanochromic luminescent material. The ACQ
activity of NDI dye into AIE active dye was converted by preparing three new luminogens such as
TPEcNDI, DiTPEcNDI and TTPEcNDI by substituting mono, di and tetra-TPE on NDI core were designed,
synthesised and their AIE activity was detected in the aggregate state. These derivatives exhibit
significant AIE activity in the mixture of solvents upon aggregation.
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The AIE activity studies also revealed that more is the TPE substitution greater is the AIE activity of the
corresponding luminogen. Furthermore, the AIE behaviour and effect of TPE substitution on core NDI
was explored by SEM. It was observed that mono and di-substitution of TPE resulted into formation
of a variety of nanostructures such as fibres, nano-rods, needle-shaped morphologies with controlled
dimensions. However, TTPEcNDI luminogen formed distinct hollow spheres, crystallites fibrils and
leaf-like particular aggregate formation in CHCl3/MeOH and CHCl3/hexane and THF/water mixtures.

(6) Non-fullerene acceptor for BHJ device 23
Solar cells are commonly used methods for the conversion of light energy into electricity (electrical
power). Since the discovery of solar cells, till date, significant development was reported. However,
the solar cells and eventually the acceptors used in the preparation of solar cells suffered from some
severe drawbacks. These disadvantages of commonly used acceptors such as fullerene in the solar
cells forced people to develop the new acceptor which will help to improve the power conversion
efficiency in lower price. In that sense, a highly conjugated, non-fullerene electron acceptor, 4D having
four DPP units at the periphery was designed and developed with better PCE. It has characteristics like
the four-directional molecular arrangement, high solubility, thermal stability, and energy levels
matched with those of traditional donor polymer, P3HT. The device prepared from P3HT:4D blend (an
active layer) can produce significant power conversion efficiency, PCE of 3.86% with an excellent high
voltage current Voc of 1.18 V.
4D is the first example where TPE cored with four DPP units and helps to improve the device
parameters in combination with P3HT, archetypal donor, and it can be a beneficial candidate as a nonfullerene acceptor for BHJ device.
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6.2 Future work
The TPE based AIEgens are easy to synthesise, modify and possesses great AIE activity in the solid
states. The AIE property of TPE luminogens makes them unique with regards to emission
enhancement in the solutions and aggregate state. Although the advantage of AIE in TPE derivatives
has been employed them in many applications, some fields are still needed to consider using TPE
derivatives.
Major challenges in the development of solar cell are the creation of device with higher cell efficiency
and that too in the low manufacturing cost. The luminogens having rotor structures can be helpful to
minimise some of the problems due to easy synthesis, purification procedures, twisting in the
structure and photophysics. It was observed that the aggregation of these twisted fluorogens had
provided better PCEs in the solid state. Moreover, these materials can be a competitive alternative for
expensive acceptors in solar cells such as fullerenes. The development of new TPE derivatives with
propeller shape may drive further enhancement in the device efficiencies in minimal cost. It will be a
great to expand the area of AIE in future to make a significant contribution to next generation of solar
cells device.
Similar to naphthalene diimides, many ACQ dyes are incompetent due to emission quenching in stable
state. The development of new TPE luminogens with AIE characteristics that can be able to show red
light or near infra-red-light emission and their utilisation in various applications would also be the key
points for further research in this area.
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